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Pick up your fruit: 
Property owners could face fines 
or jail for attracting wildlife to their 
homes\NEWS A l l  
I 
They're back 
Local seniors won plenty of gold 
at the B.C. Senior Games in the 
Elk Valley\SPORTS Cl  
A great read 
Murdoch Robertson's first full- 
length book will hit book stores 
this month\COMMUNITY B& 
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lee man's tools are a rare find 
Age of corpse found in ice Kwaday Dan Siqchior "long ago person fouud", To compouud the problem, all sin, liar material 
taking longer to determine 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
THE AGE of  an ancient body found frozen 
in a Tatshenshini glacier is a puzzle that so 
far has scientists tumped. 
the Champagne-Aishihik name assigned to the an- 
cient hmnan remains, was found with the tools he 
was believed to be using when he died, 
That "natural tool kit" together with the remains 
of an ancient moose and close proximity of a First 
Nations hunting trail make the find more difficult to 
coulpare. 
The problem, says provincial archaeologist "All the comparable things are found in burials 
AI Mackie, is that the ancient hunter actually of some kind," said Mackie. 
died where he was found two weeks ago. That leaves archaeologists at a loss to date the 
It's one of thefirstsuch situations in North Amer- mau, based on an archaeological tool-dating sys- 
ica. Most other bodies found on this continent are teln. 
of people who died and then were buried with tools "We don't have a clue how old he is," Maekie 
to prepare them for the afterlife, said. "We have nothing to compare it to." 
found in other sites have decomposed, leaving an 
even smaller frame of refereuce for scientists to 
compare the man's ice-preserved tools and clo- 
thiug. 
"Every single thing up there is perishable," 
Maekie said. 
A knife or possible scraping tool found at the 
scene is thought o be made of spruce aud bone, 
tooth or claw and was carried in a leather pouch. 
The person also wore a woven cedar hat. 
Ant atlatl, or sling-shot-like throwiug board, found 
at the site was used up to 7,000 years ago aud at the 
time of western contacL 
The person was also wearing a patched-together 
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" l i  ¸  I Giant kermodei 
JUST IN TIME FOR FALL FAIR: Jim Bonner keeps his friend, 
Monti Braun company while he completes a huge kerrnodei bear 
carving behind Ccpperside Foods Aug. 27. Carved into a giant 
Sitka spruce, the bear represents one of Braun's largest carvings 
to date. Now a professional chainsaw carver, Braun grew up in the 
Terrace area. 
1T LOOKS like reduced airline 
competition has already made it 
more costly to fly to Vancouver 
from Prince Rupert han from Ter- 
race. 
Air B.C. pulled out of Prhtce 
Rupert in July, citing lack of pas- 
seugers there, leaving the market o 
the UOW financially distressed Ca- 
nadian Airlines. 
While the full fare rate out of 
Prince Rupert remains about the 
same as for Terrace, seat sale prices 
announced Thursday are now 
markedly different. 
The base fare for a 14-day ad- 
vauce midweek return flight out of 
Terrace on the seat sale is $369 on 
Air fares already higher in Rupert 
either airline - -  $50 cheaper than Trina Oldale said the seat sale Oidale. 
the Canadian Regional Airlines fare 
of $419 out of Prince Rupert. 
The difference in airport pas- 
senger fees ~ $28 in Rupert versus 
$19 out of Terrace ~ plus the $11 
fare for the ferry to the Prince 
Rupert airport makes the cost there 
even higher. 
Once those charges, plus naviga- 
tional surcharges and GST, are 
added in, the cost to fly from Prince 
Rupert to Vancouver return on the 
seat sale hits $508.38. 
All the same fees for flight be- 
tween Terrace and Vancouver com- 
es to $434.88. 
American Express Elan Travel's 
prices for the two cities are normal- 
ly identical. 
"Maybe it's because there's only 
one carrier going in there now," 
she said. "Air B.C. has pulled out 
so Canadian has got the market." 
If  you have to fly immediately or
don't book in advance, the full fare 
prices are about the same: 
$1,073.21 including taxes and sur- 
charges. Airport and ferry fees add 
an extra $39 out of Rupert, and an 
extra $19 out of Terrace, plus the 
$5 airport improvement fee leaving 
the Vancouver airport. 
There's also another twist emerg- 
ing in the new air fares, said 
The airlines have begun pricing 
blocks of seats on the same plane at 
different prices. She said that's 
done on other routes but hasn't 
really been seen here before. 
So while the advertIsed seat sale 
price out of Terrace is $369, there 
are only some seats available at that 
piice. When they run out, she said, 
prices rise to $399. 
And in Rupert it's even worse. 
There it appears less than half the 
plane seats are at the $419 price, 
rising to $499 after they fill up. 
"The earlier you book the better 
the chance you have of getting the 
• lower fare," Oldale said. 
cloak made of what appears to be skins of small 
fur-beariug auimals. 
But without a frame of reference, scientists are 
waiting for carbon-dating results and DNA samples 
--which could take up to a mouth to return. 
That means the remains, now ill cold storage, will 
need to be moved and stored at the proper humidity 
and temperature to preserve their quality. 
But where and when the remailus will be moved 
depends on the findings era soon to be set up man- 
agement panel. 
That panel ~ made up of provincial and First Na- 
lions experts ~ then decides all matters concerning 
the Tatshenshhd ice man. 
Continued Page A16 
ANY MERGER of Canada's two is on the brink of bankruptcy attd 
national airlines would likely 
spell even higher prices and 
poorer service for north- 
westerners. 
" I t  should make a consumer ner- 
vous," said Ken Veldman of the new 
Terrace Economic Development 
Authority. 
"Any time you go to a non- 
City sets 
November 
'plex vote 
$8.0m estimate may be safer 
By JEFF NAGEL 
CITY COUNCILLORS have again flip-flopped on 
the issue of the multiplex, deciding last week to take 
the project o referendum Nov. 20. 
Couueiliors had twice debated the referendum date in 
committee and twice the majority favoured an April 8th 
vote to allow more time to 
crunch numbers, look for 
more money and eusure the 
best chauce of success. 
But when the recom- 
mendatious came back for a 
final vote Aug. 23, council- 
lors David Hull, Olga Power 
and mayor Jack Talstra were 
ou vacation. 
Couucillors Linda Hawes, 
Ran Vaaderlee and Val 
George out-voted Rich 
MeDaniel to defeat a tabled 
motimt o proceed with the 
April date. 
They iustead set the Linda Hawes 
referendum lbr November 20 at the same time as 
municipal electiotus. 
Hawes said the move will save money by avoidhlg a 
standalone r ferendum. 
"I don't think we need to be afraid of giving the tax- 
payers a voice," she said. 
She said it would be wrong to spend a lot of taxpayers 
dollars trying to get a finn price on the multiplex. 
And Hawes noted it would be impossible to get an ab- 
solute figure ,without going to tender - -  an option that 
would have seen council spend an estimated $675,000 
without knowing whether the refereudum would pass. 
"I dou't think we have a mandate to speud one more 
cem ou this uutii we know what the people want," 
Vauderlee added. 
Instead couucillors decided in committee last Friday to 
speud up to $7,000 on a peer review to decide whether the 
lmmbers can be trusted. About $60,000 has been spent to 
date oa couceptual design work for the multiplex. 
"I still feel quite strougly we have to firm up this price 
better tlmu it is right now so we can tell people what the 
price is and what they're going to get for that," George 
said. 
The peer review, independent from the consultants who 
have already worked on the project, is intended to give a 
degree of comfort as to the price estimates, although it will 
not be anything near a guarantee. 
Johnston Sport Architecture, the firm that has done all 
work to date, told the city last week it might wish to revise 
the price estimate up from $7.5 million to $8.0 million to 
allow for possible ast increases over the next two to three 
Continued Page A15 
Airline merger a threat to prices here 
By JEFF NAGEL Finaucially troubled Canadian Airiincs by United and Lufthansa ~ nray "For Joe Cousumer's bottom line this 
emerge, trausaction will probably affect him 
Foreign bids to buy Ca=ladian airliues more than any of those proposed bank 
have to be done in co,tcerl with a Cana- mergcrs," Vcldman said. "Now you're 
diaa pa~ter, such as Onex, because of uot talking about reducing competition 
rules limiting foreign owuershlp to no you're talkiug about eliminating it for 
more than 25 per cent. 
American already owns a quarter of' 
Canadian Airlines. 
Veldman said travellers hould proba- 
bly be there concerned about any merger 
the short erm." 
Vancouver aviation analyst Rob 
Bcynon agreed a merger Isn't likely to 
reduce what he called the already high 
air ticket prices in northwest B,C. 
of the two big airlines than they were But he said it's too early to predict 
about the incredibly unpopular idea last what will happen. 
year of four big banks merging dowu to 
two, Continued Page A16 
Ottawa 
has suspended nonnai competition rules 
for 90 days to allow the industry to ex- 
plore other options. 
One proposal unveiled last week com- 
es from Toronto conglomerate Onex 
Corp. in partnership with Texas-based 
A/dR Corp., the parent company of 
American Airlines. Onex has offerred to 
buy both Air Canada and Canadian Air- 
lines and merge the two into a new na- 
competitive playhtg field in general costs tlonal carrier. 
to the consumer tend toescalate and set- Amerlcau Airlines would gain from 
, t  vice to the consumer tendsto decrease, that arrangement because Air Canada 
More on airlines: 
Ii Westjet attracting fliers' 
from here, page A14 
II Airport revenue should 
remain stable, page A16 
would be forced to abandon its present 
luternational partllers United Airlin~ 
and Lufthansa in favour of American's 
Oueworld network. 
Air Canada officials responded cooly 
to the proposal and expeetatiom are high 
Ihat other proposals ~ possibly backed 
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Cost of flying patients by 
air ambulance to be probed 
Initial estimates have pegged 
the price at over $500,000 
A DETAILED study exam. transfers because it was 
hling air ambulance costs in 
the northwest needs to be 
done to save money and im- 
prove regional health care. 
Regional district directors 
say the study will prove the 
north's need for specialized 
equipnlent and doctors. 
"We need to get that in- 
sometimes shared by 
patients from different com. 
munities. 
But even excluding 82 
shared trips out of a total of 
247, the cost during the 
1998-99 fiscal year was still 
$553,190. 
'But that doesn't include 
formation and get it ac- the cost of return air fare 
curate," said board chair and family acconunodation. 
Joanne Monaghan. "Lots of people have to 
The study, to be presented pay their own way back," 
to the health ministry, will said director Les Wat- 
build on a current report hat mough. 
says the cost of flying Ter- 
race and KJtimat medical 
patients by air atnbulance to 
larger hospitals is well over 
half a nlillion dollars a year. 
That study says B.C. Am. 
bulance Service officials 
weren't able to determine a
total cost of air ambulance 
And, when combined with 
costs of flying patients from 
as far away as Dease Lake 
or Stewart to Vancouver, 
the total cost increases 
again. 
"They don't have any 
idea whose coming out of 
the far north," said 
Jeanne Monaghan 
Telegraph Creek director 
David Brocldebatrk. 
The current study says 
Vancouver was the destina- 
tion for 83 per cent of all 
transfers, veith some others 
going to Prhlee George. 
Of the 247 calls, 198 
originated froth Mills 
Memorial Hospital in Ter- 
race, while the other 49 
came from Kifimat General 
Hospital. 
The leading causes for air 
ambulance transfers were 
cardiac problems, followed 
by bone fractures. 
As an e×ample, Monaghan 
cited one patient who was 
flow, to Vancouver to set a 
broken ankle - -  a process 
she says could have easily 
been done in the north, 
saving the patients family 
unnecessary trauma and ex- 
penses. 
"And there's more than 
one case like that," she 
said. 
One barrier to completing 
the study here, is that it re- 
quires a detailed review of 
all patient charts by medical 
personnel and the coopera- 
tion of the community 
health councils. 
"We don't even know if 
we can make it happen," 
said Monaghan. "But I 
think it can be done." 
Nisga'a gov't building breaks groune 
GROUND has been broken on a more 
than $5 million admitdstration build- 
htg to house the new Nisga'a govern- 
merit in New Aiyansh. 
The 23,000 square foot, two-storey 
complex will have offices for more 
than 50 workers, a foyer atdum in the 
middle of the building, and a large 
eafeteria downstairs. 
"We start the new era with a new 
building," said Jim Adams, chief 
financial officer for the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council. 
The Nisga'a Lisims government is
expected to get set up following elec- 
tions after the treaty implementathm 
date. That could be early in 2000 if 
the Nisga'a treaty is ratified this fall 
by the federal government. 
Adams said the as.yet-unnamed 
building is to be completed by next 
September. 
Work to date bad been slowed by 
soil problems, he said, but they're 
now pushing hard to get the founda- 
tion in and the roof on by winter. 
Vancouver.based general contractor 
Unitecb Construction is managing the 
union project. 
There's a mix of local and out-of- 
region subcontractors, Adams said, 
because of requirements hat much of 
the work be bondable. 
Great Catt.-~dlatz 
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DOLLAR STORE 
WeHaveA W!de 
I ~ -  l - -  - J r  e- _ _ 
he finest 
steak night 
in town! 
~ Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13- Terrace 
I l l l | l l l l i a l l l l l l l l  
First  F r iday  of  Every  Month  
Juiq:, Steak - Baked  Potato  - Salad 
5:00 p.m. servings 
l l l l l l  I l l l l l l l l l l  I l l  I I ~  
Member & t~onafide Guests Welcome_ 
k 19 vea.rs and over only please. 
Check~ith Branch for En.ertahnmen,_* " ~,~ 
Did you know, ev!ry day, 20 to 25 children are treated =q~ t I I I 
at B.C:s Children s Hospital Emergency Department for ~ , , ~  
preventable injuries? - - .~  v ~, l  Children's 
A New Generation of Screens For Doors 
The Disappearing Phantom 
Screens are made to fit your 
specifications available in several 
colors,  and will fit single, french 
or patio doors, inswing or 
outswing. 
Phantom offers a limited one 
year  labour and three year parts 
warranty (excluding screen) 
See Your Phantom Dealer Todayl 
 hantom IRLY  B IRD 
Irly Bird Bui ld ing Suppl ies  
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
FALL SERVICE SPECIAL 
Days are getting 
shorter, get your 
: vehicle in tip top ,L 
order. 
We can get your car ready for fall inside and out, 
including: 
• Oil change/ lube 
• Hose and belt check 
• Lights check 
• Shocks, struts and tire chec~ 
• " l Lqspect ion  o f  f lu ids  ........... - 
• Check charging system 
Help your ~r Survive and thrive this fall--take care of it 
n~wi thour  special Fall Car Care Special, all this 
~th  ; @llforan appointraent. 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
~lUTO ~ PARTS ~i SERVICEcENTRE : 
- 632-2224 149B City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 
THE 
/ 
:!i!i 
I 
~" " ~  
BUSI'IR ~ltow# 
Kids L~er Velcro/~es 
Runners 
~.  a~.~s 
Sale ~_  (;~ 
411ddult Iqla, Fans, 
dk~alk Sl~oe~ 
A N S W 
d 
RUNlff~S 
e~. ~.~s 
Sale :~)o ~)  
Black 
packsacks 
E R T 0 
.~ ~.~ :~: .~.~ 
y 
JUNIOii I(IDS 
Ceo~er runners, 
size 31/l.6 
Reg. 36.99 
'Sale *~(:Oog~__.._ 
& 
I for two treats3ou just can't beat! 
1 Lhre'  ¢weet with the 
DO ® Bgnan9  piif and 
Peanut  Bu~ter  ~ Parfait. 
Deliciou~ DQ •~oFf ~erve 
covered in lu~ciou~ 
I 
i Lo~d~ oF 
pe~nuf~ 
~ound~ of 
,earny 
ooth D@ ® 
~t ~erve, and 
of  rlch, hot 
~e l~yered 
for one 
~t tagte. 
4532 Lakelse Ave.  Terrace, B.C. 635-2561 
at participating DO@ s ores. ® reg s ered fade harks o Am. D.0,Corp. © Am, D.Q.Corp. 1998, 
Proud sponsor of the Children's Miracle Network, 
l '  
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Arson 
I,kely 
Cause 
of fire 
Single mom and 
kids left homeless 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
A FIRE IN a Thomheights trailer 
park appears suspicious, ay inves- 
[igators of the early morning blaze 
Aug. 23 that left a single mother 
and her three children homeless. 
' "The investigation has 
¢linfinated any other cause other 
tlaan that the fire has been 
.deliberately set," said Thornhill 
fire chief Art Hill. 
;The fire started between 8:05 
a.m; and 8:35 a.m. ~ just after 
~Darcie Petuh left home to drop off 
her three children at a sitter's 
"house, 
: Hill said the hall received calls 
between 8:35 and 8:40 from two 
Ileighbours who reported smoke 
seeping from the trailer. 
Firefighters arrived less than five 
~ninutes later, but, by the time they 
:extinguished the blaze, Petuh's 
A WRITE OFF: Investigators believe the fire started 
in 'the back bedroom of the trailer. The uninsured 
• ~ trailer and contents, estimated at $90,000, burned 
to the ground between 8:05 and 8:35 a.m. Monday, 
7Aug. 23. RCMP are looking for witnesses who may 
have seen suspicious activity in the area. 
!: 
DOING WHAT THEY CAN: Norma and Norman Sandberg at the Terrace Daily Needs Store started 
collecting money for Darcie Petuh and her family the morning Petuh's trailer burned down. 
home was demolished. 
"It's totalled," said Hill. 
"There's oldy a tin shell left at the 
back." 
Hill said utmatural bum patterns 
and markings on the floor of the 
trailerare part of the reason investi- 
gators believe the fire is suspicious. 
Investigators will know more, he 
said, when lab results arrive back 
f.roln Vancouver next month. 
RCMP officers, working in con- 
junction with fire analysts, ques- 
tioned but released a suspect in 
connection with the fire, said Sgt. 
Darcy Gollan. 
As of Friday, Aug. 27, no charges 
related to arson had been laid. 
"'We're still in the investigation 
stage," said Goilan. "There are 
other things that can cause that 
bum pattern." 
But Petuh said she fears she, rath- 
er than her home, was the target. 
She went into hiding to ensure the 
safety of herself and her children, 
Gollan confirmed. 
The uninsured trailer and con- 
tents, estimated at $90,000, leave 
Petuh and her children without 
clothes, food, cat and life-long pos- 
sessions. 
The fire represents he area's first 
suspected arson hl years. 
"It 's quite unusual," said Hill 
while trying to remember the area's 
suspected arson. 
"Less than 1 in 50 or I in 100 is 
even close to suspicious," he 
added. 
Gollan is requesting any wit- 
nesses who saw unusual activity at 
or near the upper Thomhill trailer 
park early Monday, Aug. 23 to im- 
mediately notify the RCMP. 
Donati,   pouring in to 
help bu'n 
A THORNHILL woman and her three 
school-aged children are okay despite 
losing everything they own in a fire last 
week. 
"I  think we're doing fine," said Dareie 
Petuh. 
The single mother left home at 8:05 a.m. 
Aug. 23, dropped her three children off at 
daycare, and went to work at the airport 
where she got a call from a city official. 
She got home in tinle to see everything 
she owned go up in smoke. 
" I  went into shock," said Petnh. " I  still 
can't believe I really have to start all over.'" 
She says her children, aged five, eight and 
10, miss the family cat who died ha the 
blaze but are adjusting well. 
"They want to camp out in the yard,',she 
said. "It's almost like Christmas here with 
all the donated toys. but'every,once in a 
while they remember something' really spe- 
cial." 
News of the fire sparked a neigbourhood 
food, clothing and cash drive in aid of the 
out family 
devastated family. 
And Petuh appreciates the community ef- 
fort 
"All the help is unbelievable," she said. 
"It mca ns everything to me." 
So far, Petuh's neighbour Brenda Lee el- 
son has received onations from a number 
of banks, stores, churches and community 
organizations. 
"That's been a boost o Darcie," said el- 
son, adding the family will take any form of 
help they can get. 
Donations have come in every form, in- 
cluding clothing, school supplies and Caua- 
dian Tire money. 
"When you're replacing from pots and 
pans. Canadian Tire is as good a place as 
any to buy them," said Olson. 
Donations for Petuh and her family can 
be made either at the Terrace Womca's. 
Resource Centre, or by calling Brenda Lee 
Olson at 638-6366. 
Petuh is also looking for rental accom- 
modation for herself and her three children. 
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News In Brier 
REGIONAL DISTRICT board members are peeved 
sealcoating on Hwy37 north ended abruptly this sum- 
met without explanatioa from highways taff. 
Just last June, board members thanked highways 
minister Harry Lali for work on the rugged highway. 
But  two months later, directors noticed work stopped 
attd signs announcing the project disappeared, leaving 
directors to wonder what happened. 
"Why did we have signs up all summer saying your 
tax dollars at work and why wasn,t any work done'/" 
questioned board chair Jeanne Monaghan, 
l The board voted to write an urgent letter to Lali, re- 
[ questing the sealcoatilig be completed as soon as pes' 
sible. They'll also discuss the highway with Lali at an 
upcoming Unioi| of B.C. Municipalities meeting. 
Economy to slowly grow 
THE NORTHWEST econouay should improve slow- 
ly over the next 18 months, according to the projec- 
tions from the Credit Union Central of B.C. 
The analysis cites a forest industry turnaround, plus 
approval of a three-fold increase in logging in the Cas- 
siar regioa. 
',Harvesting this thuber to its potential would be a 
major economic boost," the report says. 
The timber is more attractive because of higher lum- 
ber prices, the report says, adding effects of the in- 
crease in mutual allowable cut there may show up in 
late 1999, but will be more evident in 2000. 
The big loss of jobs in this region took place between 
mid-1997 and mid-1998, it adds. Employment in the 
North Coast-Neehako region fell 10 per cent durhlg 
those 12 mouths, but has been relatively stable since. 
Native TV channel starts 
THE ABORIGINAL Peoples Television Network is 
expected to go on the air today. 
Skeeua Cablevision officials weren't yet sure as of 
last week what chamtei t would appear on or which 
cable systenrs in the northwest would carry it. 
The stew chalmel will carry programming by and 
about aboriginal people, including documeutaries, arts, 
history, news and magazine-style programs. 
Good for something 
RAIN AND COLD weather this summer is good news 
for northwest taxpayers. 
The Northwest Fire Centre in Smithers recorded 99 
fires this summer conrpared to 119 fires last year. Al- 
most 4,560 hectares bunted this year - -  a fraction of 
the 29,300 hectares that bunted last season. 
Fire cetttre spokesperson AI McDonald that translates 
into a $4,783,957 for B,C. taxpayers. 
"The raist keeps the fires down and keeps them 
small," he said. "'And when you keep the fires small, 
you keep the costs down." 
Lightning caused 80 fires while only 19 of the fires 
wcre sparked by human contact. McDonald says 
natural-to-human caused fire ratio usually sits closer to 
a 60-40 or 50-50 split and could well be influenced by 
fewer campers willing to brave the wet weather. 
The northwest fire hazard has been low all summer 
except for a few moderate days and a day or two of 
high ratings in drier areas of the north. 
:very Weel 
g Until 7:01 
1 
w School 
rth A New 
)m Image 
tyles To Fit | 
Needs... 
4652 Lc 
Ten 
63, 
1-800 
Fully Licensed Premises 
Dine in a relaxing atmosphere 
Greek & Italian Dishes, Steaks, Seaf00d, 
Ribs&Pastas 
For Pick Up Or Delivery Only 
2 For I Pizza & Pasta 
Any 2 small pizzas 
Any 2 medium pizzas 
Any 2 large pizzas 
2 baked lasagna or spaghetti 
,..with meatballs 
$139s +(;ST 
$179~ +GST 
$2¢~ ÷GsT 
$1:395 ÷GsT 
$159 ~ ÷Osr 
Free Delivery With A Minimum Order 
In City Limits From 5.'00pm To Closing 
635-6767 
HOURS: 
4606 Lazdle Ave. Men.Sat l lam-l  lpm 
Ten-ace B.C, Sun 4pm-10pm 
l b  
P 
All 99 Cars & Trucks 
Check out the amaz ing  prices clearly 
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Let it f low 
SAFE DRINKING water is something we regard 
as a right in a country as water-rich as Canada. 
So it's shocking many residents as close to Ter- 
race as Braun's Island are relying on boiled or 
bottled water after contamination of island wells. 
Residents there hold the city responsible for a' 
spill of treated sewage that contaminated nearby~ 
river channels, and possibly the well water. 
While it's not proven that the sewage spill is ~ 
the culprit - -  flood waters may have simply 
caused island septic fields to mingle with wells 
this episode does underscore areas of concern. 
How is it that wells are allowed literally a 
couple hundred feet downstream of a sewage 
treatment plant when there's perfectly good 
municipal water in easy connection range? 
That's perhaps a question best put to proHncial 
officials responsible for health and water use. 
A report tabled last week by B.C. auditor gener- 
al George MorriLL calls on Victoria to take steps 
to protect drinking water both for the protection' 
of health and to save money down the road. 
If the province takes Morfitt's recommenda- 
tions seriously, it should table a generous offer to 
subsidize development of a water system on 
Braun's Island that would hook up to city water. 
The province may be reluctant to give money 
without getting something in return, like island 
residents agreeing to amalgamate with Terrace. 
It may be a bit early to reconsider that issue - -  
voters on Braun's Island rejected amalgamation. 
two years ago by a three-to-one margin. 
If the province feels stingy, it could take some 
money from the restructuring grants it has 
earmarked for the city and rural areas to support 
eventual amalgamation. 
Or they could just chalk it up to the cost of 
keeping taxpayers up to a 20th century drinking 
water standard as we enter the 21st century. 
Cost -consc ious 
FROM THE vacillations of recent weeks it 
seems city councillors are far from certain voters 
will agree to pay for a $7.5 million multiplex. 
Even if both design and price are utterly guar- 
anteed - -  an attractive but increasingly impracti- 
c, al idea --regional district reps don't believe a 
referendum will pass outside city limits. 
Nevertheless, council voted Aug. 23 to go to 
referendum Nov. 20 and abandon efforts to find 
more contributors and cut the taxpayers' share. 
Those who honestly believe voters will author- 
ize $7 million of borrowing appear out of touch 
with local spending appetites. Those who don't 
but who agree to go to referendum now anyway 
are willingly driving this project over a cliff. 
The best way forward now might be for council 
to settle on a smaller, more saleable number that 
taxpayers would shoulder. That might be $6 mil- 
lion, $5 million, or whatever. 
Voters would then vote knowing they'll only 
pay that amount of a $7.5 million multiplex, and 
that it will only be built if the difference comes 
from some combination of corporate sponsor- 
ships, government grants, innovative joint ven- 
tures and local donations. 
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The system isn't working 
VICTORIA - -  By the sum- even though none of the allega- ficult circumstances. The dif- 
mer of next year, British 
Columbians will have their sev- 
enth premier in 10 years, but 
will have gone to the polls only 
three times. 
For newcomers to this 
province, here's a brief primer 
on how we ended up with more 
than twice the premiers than 
elections: 
Bill Vander Zalm (1) is 
forced to resign. Rita Johnston 
(2) becomes premier, then loses 
the election to Mike Harcourt 
(3). Harcourt resigns over 
something he didn't do. Glen 
Clark (4) becomes premier. 
Clark resigns. Dan Miller (5) 
takes over. 
By this fall, the NDP will 
elect a new leader (6) to serve 
until the next election. 
And unless pigs learn to fly 
between ow and then, Gordon 
Campbell (7) will be the pre- 
mier after next years election. 
Don't tell me there's nothing 
wrong with this picture. 
As things stood, Clark had 
no choice but to resign. Ever 
since the RCMP raided his 
home, TV crews in tow, he was 
effectively paralyzed as pre- 
mier. And on that basis, I said 
months ago that he should 
resign. I also felt that his family 
had endured enough. 
It is important, however, to 
I i I  : [ , ]~ I i I IiI~,l.~l I i  | | | |  I 
HUBERT BEYER 
remind ourselves that as far as 
we know, Clark has done noth- 
ing wrong, not in a legal sense 
anyway. And it is entirely possi- 
ble, perhaps even likely, that the 
criminal investigation, now 
underway, comes to the same 
conclusion. 
You may feel that his lying 
about/the budget:,was reason 
enough:to make'~him resign. I 
disagree. If it were illegal to 
make false statements during 
election campaigns, we would. 
n't have room in our prisons for 
murderers because all the cells 
would be taken up by ex-politi- 
clans. 
The time to deal with the 
fudged budget and anything 
else that has displeased voters 
should have been the next elec- 
tion. Still, for all intents and 
purposes, Clark had to resign, 
tions involving the granting of a 
casino licenee may turn out to 
have any foundation in fact. 
But a system that allows pre- 
miers to be hounded from office 
for something they didn't do or 
may turn out not to have done, 
is in serious need of repair. 
Allow me to make a predic- 
tion today. I'l l give it two years 
from the time Campbell wins 
the next election and he'll be 
embroiled in a controversy that 
will threaten his career. I have 
no idea what might trigger the 
scandal, but a skeleton will be 
found, probably one the exis- 
tence of which he still has no 
clue. 
As Canadians we tend to 
believe that our system of par- 
liamentary democracy is supe- 
rior to that of the United States 
but, in fact, welcould Mal'tt a,!0[~ 
from our closest neighbor. .. . 
If a serious enough allega. 
Lion arises against he president 
or, say, a governor, there is an 
impeachment process in place 
to deal with it. When it is 
invoked, his or her peers, the 
senators, become judge and 
jury. 
As is the case with military 
coults, the matter is taken out of 
the regular criminal process, 
allowing the person to continue 
in office, albeit under often dif- 
ference is that stable gover- 
nance isn't being threatened at 
every turn. 
We have pushed the conflict- 
of-interest envelope so far that 
it has become nearly impossible 
for politicians to avoid the pit- 
falls of conflict of interest. 
What's worse, perceived con- , 
flict of interest has become 
every bit as lethal to political "" 
careers as the real thing. 
In the brutal world of poli- 
tics, which has never allowed " 
much room for niceties, we 
i 
have set standards that Mother 
Theresa would have had diffi- 
t-, 
culty meeting. And even if she 
had, I 'm not sure she would , 
have been good premier mater- 
ial. 
I half expect the calls for 
Miller's resignation to start 
~.l~r~.tltis,~,week, Withdi!igence 
and'atittle luck, maybe we can 
squeeze two or three more res- 
ignations in before the next 
election. " 
If, on the other hand, British 
Columbia is to return to some 
normalcy in governing itself, 
some of the rules that have 
made the job of politics so dan- 
gerous to its practitioners, must 
be changed. 
Contact by e-ma~ hubert@cool- ,. 
com.corn; Fax: (978) 477-5656; 
v~b: hlp'//www.htxalb eye r.com/ 
Unruly patients a challenge 
OVER RECENT months a 
number of ex-patients have 
written lengthy letters tot he 
editor relating their stays in 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Many detailed the defi- 
ciencies resulting from budget 
cutbacks and staff shortages. 
I don't recall reading a sin- 
gle letter critical of their nurs- 
ing care. In fact, most writers 
went out of their way to praise 
the care and attention the 
received from overworked and 
harried nurses. 
How, then, is it possible for 
one patient, a pregnant woman, 
to be subjected to so much 
rudeness, crankiness, and 
roughness not only at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, but also at 
B.C. Women's Hospital in Van- 
couver, unless the patient 
behaved in a way to invite such 
treatment. 
Heaven help the patient who 
is difficult to deal with, 
Three of my aunts worked as 
i pil 
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nurses all their lives. Aunt Peg 
retired shortly after serving in 
the Army in Europe during the 
Second World War. Aunt Vera 
pounded the corridors of Win- 
nipeg General Hospital. Mid 
Aunt Fay stayed on staff after 
she graduated from Saskatoon 
City Hospital. When those 
three swapped stories, they had 
ever 90 years of experience to 
select from. 
One of their pet topics was 
how the dealt with uppity 
patients, patients who were 
demanding beyond reason, or 
plain obnoxious. 
Their choice defence was 
deafness. Let a pesky patient 
lean on the pillow buzzer for no 
good reason and my aunts' 
hearing faded to zero. Keeping 
a ShOt waiting fifteen minutes 
for a bedpan was a weapon easy 
to alibi. They had plenty of 
other hard-to-argue inconve- 
niences for rude people. 
The later stages of any preg- 
nancy can be trying. Ahlgh risk 
pregnancy must be even more 
unsettling. Nonetheless nurses 
shouldn't suffer as a whipping 
boy. 
Indeed, nurses may lack the 
time to talk to a patient and 
explain her medical situation. 
It's also possible they've found 
their efforts rebuffed, even 
ignored. 
Complaints about nursing 
care, a personnel matter, might - 
be better formally addressed to 
the Director of Nursing or to " 
the hospital administrator. CoT- ': 
rective action could then be  
taken for the good of future 
patients. 
To call down nurses publicly 
gives them no opporlunity to 
defend their actions or to tell 
their side of the story. For them 
to publicly rebut any patients 
public criticism in a no-no. ,, 
Even the local shop steward, 
asked for her take on this corn- " 
plaint, could not speak forth- ' 
rightly without risking dis-:" 
missal or other disciplinary " 
action for breaching patient pri- : 
vacy. :' 
Pregnancy affects the equi- 
librium of many women; high ,,; 
risk pregnancies more so; But ' 
nurses don't deserve to be pub- 
licly slammed when they're " 
gagged by professional ethics. " 
\ " "  I 
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Our health care pleas 
must be taken seriously 
Dear Sir:. 
Congratulatiozts to Rev. Bill Anderson for the let- 
ter "Hospital woes boil down to priorities" (Aug. 
18, 1999, Terrace Standard). 
He hit the nail squarely on the head as to the 
troubles m our northwest health care system, and 
namely Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace. 
Please NDP govennnent politiciaus and health 
care heavy brass people, wake up, read and heed 
these honest, caring letters, comments and wishes 
from community citizens, and drop the ideas of cut- 
ring necessary funding and professionals to a 
should be regional and city facility such as Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Cuts in budgets hould be made to over staffed, 
hefti]y paid govenunent overseers and administra- 
tive officers who, I 'm certain, receive fringe bene- 
fits and wages included, attd some who have been 
wedged out of other communities in our province 
for us to receive their thwarted help. 
Terrace and district community people do deserve 
better and will not tolerate this inconsiderate hand- 
ling 0four health care. 
Edna Jensen 
Terrace B.C. 
Let bureaucrats eat 
s lop -  not our seniors 
Dear Sir: 
]'n~ responding to the Aug. 25 story in the Ter- 
race Standard concerning iving the residents of 
Terraceview Lodge the slop that they serve as food 
at the hospital. 
I was a patient at Mills Memorial for two weeks 
and Ilosl 25 pounds as it was hnpossible for me to 
eat this garbage served as food. 
I only had to be in the hospital two weeks and I 
asked my doctor to get me out of there as I was 
starving to death. 
It seems that money is more important than 
people. What is this world coming to when we are 
willing to starve our mothers and fathers to save a 
little money? 
If these government hacks had to eat this food or 
starve I 'm inot sure how many would live. 
Shame on them. I hope they never get old and get 
treated to this type of food for the almighty dollar. 
J im Piffer 
Terrace B.C. 
Get rid of politics and 
waste in health Care . . . .  
Dear Sir:. 
In the Aug. 4 Terrace Standard it stated that Mills 
Memorial Hospital is broke. 
What is happening to our hospital, our health care 
system, and what is going to happen to the people 
in Terrace when this service is not available? 
We have highly qualified doctors and nurses here 
and you can't expect hem to work under the condi- 
tions we have at our hospital. What will happen if 
they all go elsewhere? 
Why is money being wasted on a fly-in adminis- 
trator from Vancouver? We have some well- 
educated people in Terrace that could do the job 
and without living and travel expenses. 
Ihn sure even a financial trouble shooter could 
have been found locally. 
The money saved on those two positions alone 
could have made it poss~le for three more nurses 
to be put on staff. 
In past years we had a board of directors who 
volunteered their time to improve the health care 
systeln and they took pride in their job. 
Now we have a health council appointed by the 
government. Are they really interested? 
What will happen if those volunteers get fed up 
and cancel their support, financially or otherwise? 
Maybe it's thne we got rid of the politics in our 
health care system and got back to the basics before 
it's leo late. 
Jean Baker 
Terrace B.C. 
Hospital has more 
managers than beds 
Dear Sir:. 
I wish to respond to a few comments in the Stan- 
dard's July 28th edition. 
The Terrace hospital's budget problem has been 
in part due to nursing staff over-time costs. Mr. 
Leisinger states there aren't any permanent posi- 
tions to advertise. Ms. Leeanne Malthus of the B.C. 
Nurses Unions remarks on how over-worked the 
nurses are, leading to resignations, increased sick 
time and a significant morale problem. 
Our government purports to care for the people 
and claim to believe in "closer to home" policies. 
What part of this does not make sense? 
Over the last 10 years, while physicians and 
nurses were busy providing patient care, the 
goveru,nent took over control of medicine. They 
have installed extra levels of managers and 
bureaucrats none of whom practice medicine but 
are mighty concerned about he bottom dollar. 
Look at how things have turned out. Our hospital 
has ahnost as many managers ss it has beds. Feder. 
al health minister Allan Rock recently stated there 
Is a growing shortage of trained medical personnel. 
(Are you surprised?) 
While it is true there is a country wide shortage of 
nurses you'd think the hospital would work toward 
retaitting those nurses they already have instead of 
Irritating them. 
Mr. Leislnger states, "We're still here and we 
stand ready, able and willing to render necessary 
care to (people in emergency)." Please note, Mr. 
Lelslnger and his bureaucrats do not render care, 
CI l it doctors do, It ts our business to act as patient ad- 
vocates and to offer the best and the most ap- 
propriate care p o s s i b l e . .  
The 
Mai l  Bag 
Do any of you feel you are better off now than l0 UN does and proposes is good for humanity. It is 
years ago? Who do you want making decisions 
any of these items of survival. We have been 
denied all of them. 
Instead of the help and understanding we used to 
get from chiefs of the past all we hear now are 
words like 'ignorant', racist', and 'feannongers'. 
It seems that even our own Prhne Minister has 
forsaken us in the same way that some other 
politicians have. But I guess when you're on the top 
of the heap someone lse's problems are of no im- 
portance. All I can say is thank God for the few 
politicians who still have the guts to stand up and 
right for us. 
Some of the people that I 've talked to think that 
the Prime Minister should either apologize to the 
people of British Columbia or resign because he is 
attempting to use his political influence to in- not some otmdpotent, benevolent dispenser o~flaw- 
about your health ~ the hospital's accountant? less solutions to global prot"emsJJt is obv~i~s that 
Dr. L.T. AImas, eo-pz~esident its agendas, with regard to reproductive health 
Terrace and District 
Medical Association 
Skewed feminist logic 
Dear Sir:. 
Sarah de Leeuw's Aug. 4 column iu the Star,lard 
is a perfect example of skewed feminist logic and 
demonstrates what a biased educatioo, no doubt in 
"women's tudies", will do to narrow a person's 
view of the world. 
First of all, Vatican City isn't a church. It is an in- 
dependent, sovereign country and is older tha~ 
many of the corn|tries the make up the United Na- 
tions CON). It has diplomatic relations with coun- 
tries around the world and as such, it is in the UN's 
interest o have it as a member and to listen to what 
it has to say. 
Secondly, by referring to Vatican City as the 
Roman Catholic Church, Miss De Leemv reveals 
the true object of her bigotry - -  practicing Catholic 
Christiaus who are faithful to their religion. How- 
ever, she shows that she is also implicitly intolerant 
of all people who adhere to what their faith teaches, 
including other Christians, Orthodox Jews and par- 
ticularly Muslims. 
Many countries with large Islamic populations are 
in agreenlent with Va tiean City's efforts to stand up 
Io the ominous policies proposed by a few powerful 
member groups at UN assemblies. 
Thirdly, by implying that the Catholic Church is 
solely responsible for thwarting the iusidious ef- 
forts of population control zealots at the fiN, Miss 
De Leeuw has displayed her ig~mrance of UN 
politics. 
She failed to acknowledge the significaut opposi- 
tion of countries other than Vatican City. 
Many African, Latin American, and Third World 
countries have opposed the UN's policies regarding 
health care and population. 
Finally, it is naive to believe that everything the 
zealous feminist sympathizers and self-serving First 
World organizations. 
Rather than crcativcly and justly trying to al- 
leviate Third World problems, they seek to bully 
the very people who have the problems by in- 
thnidating and blackmailing the govcrmneuts of de- 
veloping countries, and ultimately women, into ac- 
cepting their iuhuman agenda. 
Where are Miss De Leeuw and her comrades 
when babies are aborted because of their gender? 
Where is the UN when women in China are 
forced to undergo sterilization or have abortiom 
after they've had cue child? 
While Miss De Leeuw and company sit in their 
women's centres and write propaganda, UN eom- 
mitlees are busy drafting more outrageous 
proposals. 
The latesl assembly has proposed to give 10-year- 
olds around the world contraception and access to 
abortiou. This is self-righteous fen|inism and UN 
colonialism gone berserL We need to support 
delegates with con rage and conviction who are in a 
position to oppose such insanity and stand up for 
true human rights at these eonfere~ees. 
Maria Davis 
Terrace B.C. 
timidate the decision of the upcoming court cases 
is- and that could be au offence. 
sues and population, have often been fashioned by And I should add that by the words "people of 
British Columbia" I mean native attd non-native 
Chretien has forsaken 
us for treaty glory 
Dear Sir: 
At times my mind drifts back to the good old days 
when our non-native comnmnity lived hi harmony 
with the Nisga'a. 
There have been good chiefs here in days gone 
by, chiefs who grew up when thnes were tough and 
understood the need for water, firewood, the right 
to earn a liviug and live together without prejudice. 
Now I wonder if those days will ever return. 
alike. There are many natives who can see past the 
" dazzling dancers, drum beats and articulate lan- 
guage and l~low full well ill their hearts that they 
will never see auy of the money when Otis "present 
day" Nisga'a Treaty is passed. 
There are more options available that would guar- 
antee that each individual gets their share. 
I believe it is an insult to the intelligence of the 
regular working class family to assume that they do 
not I~mw how to handle their own fiuancial affairs. 
We've all come a long way since the 1960s. Let's 
cotne up with a treaty that is workable for every- 
one. The big office boys have enough mooey now. 
We need the strength to speak out now before it is 
forever too late. 
Lloyd Brinson 
Nnss Camp B.C. 
Could it really be true? 
Dear Sir: 
'MP to visit Nass?' 
I could scarcely believe my senses on hearing the 
news: 'MP to visit the Nass'l 
hnagine. Our own Mike Scott ~ Her Majesty's 
loyal aborigiual critic ~ abandonhlg his criticisms 
of Canadian aboriginal people long enough to final- 
iy take up chief Joseph Gosnell's oft-repeated 
entreaty aud go to the Nass attd at long last meet 
with his Nisga'a constituents. Fantastic. 
This, remember, is the Mike Scott who has de- 
scribed uatlve comnmuities in his Skcena riding as 
populated by i||digeut 
vagrants: communities 
characterized - -  deser- 
vedly, iu Mike's opinion 
- -by  their high levels of 
uuemploymcut, chronic 
dependence on social 
welfare programs and 
low confidence levels 
and self esteem; people 
who patently do not 
beloug to the vast major- 
ity of his Skecna con- 
stituents, who he says 
work hard for their 
prosperity. 
"It is," Mike h~.s Mike Seer  
decreed, "a misrepresentation f the worst kind to 
suggest o anyone hi our society that they can enjoy 
prosperity self resepoect and co,ltcntment without 
this corresponding effort." In other words, co||for- 
ruing to the iron mold of Mike's Majority. 
Thus it was especially gratifying to think that 
Mike would abandon such recklessly self-sewing 
sentiments and open his mind to consider (if not 
recognize) Nisga'a aspirations as just and legiti- 
mate and worthy of being discussed face to face 
and in good faith. 
What a breakthrough l[ 
"MP to visit Nass"l My heart soars like a ... wait 
a minute.., that's not "MP to visit".., that's "PM to 
visit". Not aa imminent epochal encounter featur- 
ing our own peerless parliamentarian, rather just 
another tinpot politician grubbing for media atten- 
tion. I really must get that dyslexia ttended to. 
John How 
Terrace B.C. 
LARRY DAHLBERG, host of ESPN "IV show The Hunt For Big Fish, was charged May 12 with 
fish molestation after a fisheries officer watched him play a Kitimat River steelhead nearly 30 
minutes to get television footage. 
Fish molester Dahlberg was 
an arrogant, ignorant Yankee 
Dear Sir:. and knowing how miserable some of our DFO of- 
Your colunmist Claudette Sandecki told it just ricers can be, I thought hat the incident could be 
like it is. judged as one would view a marine accident ~ a 
The Larry Dahlberg incident certahdy makes one certain percentage against the officious DFO of. 
wonder. Do all the nasty Yanks come to Cauada? ricers and a portion against the arrogant Yankee, a 
During the Vielatam era we received many good certatnLarryDahlberg' 
Americans, most who stayed nnd bccame, in my I then heard an interview with the aforementioned 
opinion, better Canadians than many of the people Mr, Dahlberg. The man's arrogance was matched 
born in this country, only by his ignorance; 
Now we have to put up with the likes of Larry Keep up , the  good work, Claudette Sandeeki. 
Dahlberg and those snotty senior citizens who treat There has to be someone here in Canada with some 
us like third world denizens. Maybe they latow backbone, 
something w~ don't. Dennis Peacock 
| When I first heard of the fish molesting incident ! rinee Rupert B.C. 
Designed to segregate 
Dear Sir:. 
"Registered Kcrmode teens onlyl" 
What a harrowing thought, in this day and age, to 
think that there still is segregation. 
Walking with my wife and son in downtown, we 
happened upon Kermode Friendship Society's new 
youth center beside the Bank of Nova Scotia. 
There I was admiring the beautiful artwork oil the 
windows of the center, little realizing that it is a 
center that has a different view of who should entcr 
- -  for 1o and behold there were two notices hung 
precariously on both sides of the entrance: Regis- 
tered Kennode tutus only. 
In terms of raising children, how good is the com. 
muuity of Terrace in providing a safe, healthy en- 
vironment when there arc subtle reminders of who 
belongs where in their community? 
What exactly are we teaching them when we con. 
done such signs to be placed for public viewing? 
I certainly would not raise my boys up in acom- 
muuity that tends to favour one race over attother. 
It remi,lds me of the southern U.S. states where in 
the very recent past, signage on ahnost every busi- 
ness stated the likes of "Whites only" or "No 
coloureds allowed." 
Now our community's children are getting that 
very same message ~ segregation. 
So  who should take responsibility of giving our 
children the appropriate message? 
Should it be the people of Terrace who may have 
seen this sigu? Should it be Kermode Friendship 
Society who had this sign placed on the window of 
the center? Or should it be me, attd simply take my 
boys away from such messages that promote hatred 
attd division among people? 
Bill Chrlsthmsen 
Terrace, lI.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
Letters to the editor can be mailed to the 
Terrace Standardat 3210 Clinton SL Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 5R2. You can also f.ax let- 
ters to us at 250.638.8432. Or you can emall 
your letter to us at standard@kermode.net 
Name, address and phone number Is re- 
quired for verification. 
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Senio housing plan 
m,redrn difficulties THE TERRACE CONCERT SOCIE]  PRESENTS 
Gov't now wants society to pay for the land 
11~, JEFF NAGEL 
CONSTRUCTION of Terrace Mountain 
Mauor's supportive seniors housing project 
now depends on getting backing from B.C. 
Housiug, according to project organizers. 
But there are a ,umber of obstacles to 
getting such a grant for the proposed 22- 
tufit complex next to Terraeeview Lodge. 
A,id the Terrace Supportive Housing 
Society is also battling what it considers 
public misconceptions about project cests. 
"Unless these concerns can be dealt with 
a,d dealt with soon, this project may once 
agai, be ;] good idea of well-meaning 
citize.s which fails mired in the pitfalls of 
bureaucracy," said Maryliu Davies. 
The crux of the society's problems are ex- 
plaiui,g the $115,000 cost of the units to 
agencies that might supply grants and to lo- 
cal seniors who might buy in. 
The Real Estate Foundation of B.C., 
which agreed to extend $75,000 to support 
the project's development, first queried the 
c:q)ected unit price this summer and 
suspended release of the remaining two- 
thirds of its gra==t until it gets answers. 
Similarly, B.C, Housing says to partiei. 
pate it nmst adhere to Canada Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation (CMHC) criteria 
lbr this region of a maximum unit price of 
$93,280. That's a number the society says 
builders cousider uureasoaable and B.C. 
Housing has agreed to review with CMHC. 
If that aud other B.C Housing criteria can 
bc overcome, the society hopes the agency 
would buy at least six of the suites and then 
reat them as affordable units to lower- 
ilxctm]e seniors at subsidized rates. 
The reason each uait is priced at 
$I 15,000, says Davies, is that it builds in a 
series of extra costs: 
[] Because seniors buying into the project 
are pronnised that units will be bought back 
from thexu upon their death, an extra pool 
of l|]olley over a z|d above constructJOll costs 
must be raised aud put in the bank to cover 
thai eventuality. That's been set at the cost 
of buyi,g back two units ~ $230,000. 
[] Si.ce one uuit will be a caretaker unit 
that doesu't get sold, its cost has to be 
spread out across the other 21 units. 
[] Thirdly, comtructiou casts have to be 
financed up front, Builders must be paid as 
construction proceeds, but the project won't 
get morley from seniors buying in until it's 
completed aod the keys are handed over. 
If it tunis out the extra money built into 
the $115,000 figure is more than needed to 
finance construction, Davies said, that 
money would be rehlvested for the benefit 
of tenants. That would mean adding it to 
the building's maintenance fund, effective- 
ly reduehg the monthly fee for upkeep, 
janitorial, the caretaker and other costs. 
An even bigger problem has emerged. 
A reverter clause on the property states 
that if the land is not used for seniors hous- 
ing as hltended, it will revert back to the 
provhmial govenuneut. 
Banks and CMHC are refusi,g to finance 
construction unless that clause is first 
removed, and the govennent's Crown lands 
branch now says to do that it wants to be 
paid fair market value for the land. 
"We really thought the land was gifted to 
develop this type of housing and now it 
tunis out the government does indeed want 
to be paid for it," Davies said. "This is a 
huge problem." 
Since both B.C. Housing and Crown 
lands are branches of the proviucial gover- 
meat, Davies said, "we thought B.C. Hous- 
ing would just go down the hall, talk to 
Lands and sort it out." 
Time is of the essence, Davies added, 
noting they had hoped construction would 
begin this fall at the latest. 
Ten seniors to date have put down $1,000 
refundable deposits toward units. 
"We don't kaow how many of them are 
still going to be interested come spring," 
Davies said. 
Many others say they're interested and 
will be there when it gets built, she added, 
but that doesn't help the project get started. 
The strengths of the project are that the 
units arc wheelchair accessible, and there 
are many advantages tobeing right adjacent 
to Terraceview Lodge, such as social ac- 
tivities, meals and other support. 
B.C. Housing director of developmeat 
services Craig Crawford said the agency ns 
reviewing the proposal. "We're checking 
their numbers to see where the difference ns 
betweeu their umnbers and our maximum 
unit price," he said. 
The reverter clause is an issue, but he said 
it's too early to tell haw to deal with it. 
"We're ioterested in some kind of a pro- 
jeet there if it can work," he said, 
Pac i f ic :  EmergencySof t  Packs  .;,i;.;:. ::.:~ 
J~=my, styms& c=lk=~:m: .~ ::.i 
Remember  Mer thern  141e~l t~are  is  
Your  Sour¢e  fo r  A l l  l eve ls  o f  
WCB Approved K i t s  . . . .  
We Restock 
Your  O ld  K i ts  
NORTHERN Of fer  Va l id  " " 
HEALTHCARE to oct. 3,t/~;p 
i 
EDUC 691 - InterdisciplinarySeminar 
Alternating Weekends - TBA 
Instructor: Judith Lapadat 
ENVS 306 - Human Ecology 
Instructor: Norrca Kerby 
FNST 137/237 - Coast Tsirnshlan Language 
Instructor: M. Anderson/M. Roberts 
FNST 216 - Issues in Intemal Relations for Indigenous 
Peoples - Instructor: M. Anderson / E, Derrick 
FNST 302 -First Nations Health end Healing 
Instructor'. Lee Oates 
PSYC 320 - The Psychology of Learning 
Instructor: Ted Altar 
By Te leconferen( ;e  
COMM 342 - Services Marketing 
Instructor: M. Conyette 
ENGL 440 - P0stcolonlal Literature 
Instructor: David Heinniman 
FNST 171 -Metis Studies Level I 
Instructor: Sharon Coffin : ' 
FNST 250 / POLS 220-  Law and Aboriginal People 
Instructor: Rene Gadazc 
HIST 200 - Historical Methodology 
Instructor: Jon Swainger 
HIST 458 - Themes in Law, Order, and Society: Crime 
History in Canada - Instructor: Jon Swainger 
HIIST 459 - Topics in History of ReSource Development 
Instructor: Jon Swalnger 
Courses Via Worldwide Web 
FNST 215 - External Relations for Indigenous Peoples 
Instructor: M. Anderson / E, Derrick 
GEOG 402 - Geography of the Circumpolar North 
Instructor,. Gall Fondahl 
To Reg ls ter -  P lease Contact  
The UNBC Omce 
(250)  624-2862 
Toll Free: 1 -888 .554.6554 
Course Del ivery  is Sub ject  to Enr01ment 
THE 
1999/  
SEASON 
This season will pr, .vide 7 
concerts including a professional 
dance troupe, a SF akespearean 
relay, a f~!k nd and an all I 
male string ensemble. These 
are only a fi ~, of t e concerts 
this season presented by the Terrace 
Concert Society. 
For great savings purchase 
package for yourself, friend or use 
as a gift. 
There's entertainment for everyone. 
Tickets available now at Erwin's House of Fine II 
Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. II 
Visa & Mastercards accepted. II 
And Do 
i I 
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i r~  IHA IN  tanker  conta in ing  dangerous  ammonia  leak ,  Had  the  chemica l  escaped,  a re la t ive ly  smal l  
:~era i led.  las t  F r iday  in  the  Ter race  yard ,  but  d id  not  a rea  around the  tanker  wou ld  have  been evacuated .  
iDerailed tanker didn't leak 
THE CNR train that 
aerailed last Friday i, the 
'l'errace yard could have 
~pelled disaster for local 
~refighters. "Had three derailed taltkers 
t'ipped all the way over, they 
~,ould have leaked a cur- 
rosive chemical. 
i"Luckily, it's a non- 
eveut," said Terrace Fire 
Chief Randy Smith. "It was 
an unfortuuate accident," 
',A UUluber of the 90-car 
train's tankers were carrying 
liquified anhydrous am- 
mania, a chemical classified 
as a dangerous conunodity. 
::The auunonia was being 
shipped to Kitimat where it 
Dangerous ammonia would 
have burned lungs if inhaled 
was bound for export. 
The train was pullh~g iuto 
Lhe Terrace yard at about 
9:30 a.m. and travelling at a 
speed of four miles per 
hour, when three tankers 
derailed, driving the train's 
wheels into the ground, 
" I t  encbuntered some 
defect ill the rail," said CN 
Rail spokesman Graham 
Dallas, "We believe that 
was the cause of the derail- 
lllellt." 
Terrace Fire Chief Randy 
iC ty 
 avours 
ilandfill e,. 
-at Onion 
,,Lake ++++++++ 
~dAYOR JACK TALSTRA 
says the city's preferred 
!ocatiou for a long-term 
regional dump is a proposed 
site at Onion Lake. 
That  site would allow 
more intensive operations 
like recycling and cotnpost- 
ing than the Tbornhill 
dump, Talstra says. 
• Aud he says the city wants 
to do more in that area than 
!t has to now, while at the 
same time balancing the 
cost to taxpayers. 
' ,"Our view is to do the 
waste thiug correctly and 
properly and move hlto the 
I~ext milleuniuni t probably 
means the site at onion lake 
rials," Talstra said. 
' "We would have recy- i 
eling facilities there. We 
would do the sorthlg up 
~ere aud sell what is salable 
t 
and give away that which is 
orgauic and can be given 
away." 
i Terrace city council this 
ammner approved a pin, to 
~o ahead with closure of the 
Terrace dump as soon as 
ossible - -  likely by year's 
d - -  and then divert all 
Terrace garbage to the 
"l'homhill dunlp. 
.~The Thornhill landfall is 
the duly short-term option, 
Talstra said, because it 
~,ould take three to five 
~ears to establish a new site 
• "/i Onion lake. 
"-He also uoted the Onion 
flake site nlay only be vi- 
able if Kifimat ooaxtcil 
reverses its opposition to 
~at plan. 
m J Kitinrat s municipal dump' 
.Ms pleuty of life left izl it 
and politlclam there aren't 
i~terested in spending more 
t~oney to be part of a 
i . 
regional dump. 
m~ltl . Kltunat is not on side," 
added City of Terrace 
o ngmeermg director Stew 
~hristensen. "They have 
~ut it in writing they're not 
interested for 40 years." • Talstra said Terrace has 
fast-tracked plans to close 
iJs dump because the en- 
vironment ministry recenlly 
i, pdicated closure costs 
would be much lower than 
p.reviously estimated. "We thought for that price 
~te better accept before they 
change their minds," Tal- 
stra said.  
Sinith said the city's emer- 
geucy disaster plait wasn't 
put i,ltO el'feet because the 
situation was under COlltroi. 
The tauker was inunedi- 
ately secured wilh a 
hydraulic jack to ensure it 
wouldn't ip over. 
Had anhydrous atumouia 
leaked from the car, Smith 
said ~ zone of 50 to 100 
nletres around the car would 
have been evacuated. 
"It 's , very dangerous 
product," Snlith said. " I t 's  
attracted to water then tunis 
to acid. I f  you breathe it in it 
would bum." 
ill the event of a spill, 
Smith said his team would 
have bceu able to deal with 
the corrosive chemical by 
dilutiug it with water so that 
it wouldn't be hazardous to 
the environmeuL 
The derailment did not at'- 
fcct other trains iu the yard. 
Trains closest o the derailed 
cars were slowed to five 
nlilcs per hour and all others 
to 10 miles per hour, 
A craue was brought in 
from Prince George this 
week to re-rail the three 
cars. 
So 
yourself. 
Options i. 
Vision Correction 
laser & fire-Laser 
Vir, m Corr  
Thursday,  September 9 
s /g l / ;~  IT Ms/oil//ow/f t l l  Ql / I t  
If you have considered reducing or eliminoling your need for glasses or contact 
lenses, you will not want to miss Ihis informative one-hour session. 
Come and find oul about the latest in laser and non-laser vision correction options 
from your local vision correction experls. 
Thursday-, September 9 at 7pm 
Park Avenue Medical Centre 
1014634 Park Avenue, Terrace 
I f  you are unable to attend this seminar contact our office for alternate 
seminar dates or to arrange a complimentary consultation. 
Call 615-5008 in Terrace or loll free 1-877-615.2020 Ws io I ' I . L  
to register for this free seminar. Non:h 
Seating is limited so please reserve in advance. EYE CENTRE 
N -WID 
CLEARANCE 
1999 Cavalier Sedan 
IF ONLY EVERVTHINC IN LIFE WAS AS DEPENDABLE AS A CAVAUER. 
• 2.2 Iitre 115HP engine • 5-speed manual transmission • Next Ceneration 
driver and front passenger air bogs • 4-wheel anti-lock braking system 
PASSLock ® theft deterrent system • Folding rear seatbock 
sPYR+, 
[] I V I I #  
19( I  ,or..n,h, wI,h,,,..--. +.o.,o,. 1999 Malibu'   Scour 'Iv dllBogl, ~300. UIO 10 ++ nlcrl|he 
E 
v .  I l ' l ' q  . .  r , • I I ' l e 'I ' l , e  +v , 
CAVAUER SEDAN LEASE OPTIONS OR PURCHASE 
Hollthly Loose Poym.+ +206,17a D0vn pclymlnt $1 ,893  9900 S 1 5 P P 7 3  8 
$232 $O 
Lease payments based on 36 nlofltlt teeo. Purchuee Price Includes freight of $680 and PDI 
Securqy deposit of $300 required. 
A QUALITY, AFFORDABLE HID-S IZE SEDAN THAT DELIVERS HaRE VALUE THAH 
YOU'D EVER EXPECT. • 2.4 litre Twin Cam 150HP engine • 4-speed automatic transmission 
• Next Ceneration dual airbags • 4-wheel anti-lock braking system • Air conditioning 
• AN/FH stereo cassette • PASSLock ® theft-deterrent system • Tilt-Wheel" 
Alero CX 
by Oldsmobile 
0 
S~,RTLF.ASS OR PURCHASE 
s228 s20,61 * 
for 36 months with $3.100 down. Purchole Price Includeo freight of $720 and PDI 
Securltydepoc[t $300. 
HALIBIJ LEASE OPTIONS 
Honthly Umsl Poymamt Dovn poym~t 
$220 $3,100 
$27@ ,I.500 
$320 $ q ~  
Lease payments based on 36 month lets. 
Sa~,dtydem, elSa00re START SONETHING WITH TH E NEW 
OLDSHOBILE  ALERO. 
YOU WILL LEAVE THE ORDINARY BEHIIqD. 
• 2.4 Iitre Twin Cam 150 HP engine • 4-Speed automatic transmission 
• Enllanced Tracti©n System • 4-wheel anti-lock braking system 
• Next Generation driver and front passenger air bags 
• Child-security rear door locks 
• PASSLock ® theft-deterrent system 
• Air conditioning • AH/FH stereo cassette 
• Tilt-Wheel" • Power door locks 
++ 
I+I<mlhlytmupmmmlALEROGXL[ASEOPTIONS 1,3491'2975248 Do~rnlx~4,3,230,l,60050 $ 48SI~IrrLI;AI': 9210"--+'*+9288' 
Lease payments based orl36 math term. for 3+ seethe with $,1,2,:]0 down, Purchooe Price Includes freight of $720 end PDI 
Secudly deposit of $300 required. Security depolll L300. 
We'd like you to knew more: For vehicle selection or Ihe location el the nearest dealer call 1.800-GM.DfflYlE orvisit our websile at ww'w.gmcanada.com. "Based on a 36 month lease lur Cavalier Sedan RTZ/Malibe R7Z/01dsmobJro Nero 
RTZ. ^  (]own payment (x trade l $1893/$3100/$3230 andsecurJly depmit el $300/$300/$300 required. Total obllgstl~ Is$a301/$11307/$121 f..8. Annual kilometer limit 20,000 ks, $O.I 2 per excem kllmnoler. Other lease opllons evairable. 
lFrelghl included. License,Insurance, a,d taxes not Included. Dealers are free Io set Individual prices, tFInancleg o~ approved GMAC credit only. Example: Sl 0,000 at 1.9% ^Pfl, the monthly payme,I is $21G.51 lot 48 months. Cat el 
b,o;rowlng is$392.48. Total obllgallon Is$! 0,392.4B. Down payme nt, trade and/or security depoell may be required. Monlhly payment and cool Of borrowing will vary depending on amount borrowed and dowu payment/Irado. 
1 Offers apply only to 1999 new or demmshator models of vehicles equrpped as described and applies Io qualified re~l metomors inB+C. only+ Dealer order or Irade may bo necessary Limited lime oilers whFch may not be combined 
vath other offers+ See yOUr dealer for coflditi~s and details. 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941oo+  
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Rupertites get more 
government money 
MORE PEOPLE in Prince 
Rupert receive money from 
various government pro- 
grams than in Terrace or in 
Kitimat, reports Statistics 
Canada. 
Residents of the coastal 
city reported receiving 
$19.92 from various govern- 
ment programs out of every 
$100 in household income 
in 1997. 
Canada Pension Plan, 
workers' compensation, so- 
cial assistance and provin- 
cial refimdable tax credits. 
Across Canada the ratio 
has been dropping for the 
past four years, attributed ht 
part Io cuts to federal as- 
sistance programs. 
The rational ratio iu 1997 
was $18.17 out of every 
$100, down from $19.35 iu 
Terrace residents reported 1996. 
receiving $16.33 out of In B.C., the dollar value 
every $100 while in was $17.48 in 199Z com- 
Kitimat, just $9.08 came pared to $18.04 in 1996. 
from various government Of the $19.92 in Prince 
programs. Rupert in 1997, $6.16 came 
The information was taken from employment insurance 
from 1997 tax returns, compared to $3.86 in Ter- 
The economicdependeney race and just $1.45 in 
ratio measures the amounts Kithnat. 
of transfer payments to indi- That's regarded as a sign 
viduals from employment of the blows to the Prince 
insurance, the goods and Rupert economy caused by 
services tax credit, child tax fishing restrictions and 
benefit, old age security, Skeena Cellulose's pulp 
mill closure of that year. 
And Prince Rupert would 
seem to have a higher num- 
ber of senior citizens col- 
lecting old age security and 
the Canada Pension Plan 
than is the ease in Terrace 
and in Kitimat. 
Prince Rupert also. ranks 
higher in social assistance 
payments with $3.12 out of 
every $100 whereas Terrace 
residents recorded $2.59 and 
Kithnat residents $1.38. 
The average family in. 
come after tax in 1997 was 
estimated at $45,605, essen- 
tially unchanged from the 
1997 figure of $45,760. 
The 1997 figure was six 
per cent less than in 1989, 
the peak year for family 
after tax income. 
Average income tax pay- 
meats hz 197 were $11,541 
for families. 
HUNDREDS of people flock to the -rerrace Farmers' Market every Saturday morn- 
ing to sample food and to buy locally grown plants, fruits and vegetables. 
()ity-market talks restart 
NEGOTIATIONS are resuming between has offered, Poole said, adding the term 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chiropractor 
4635 Lazel le  Terrace 
MSP, ICBC, WeB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic  Gait Analys is  and 
Prescr ipt ion  Orthot ics  Now 
¢ Available. 
• 'i~or Appo in tment  638-8165 
D~ 
, . .~ , . , .  Register Now For the Fall Fair 
. . . .  Bluegrass Country 
Celtic Gospel Contest 
Junior & Senior Events 
Fiddle, Mandolin, Guitar & Banjo 
Cash Prizes for 1st Place Finishes 
Entry Fee $5 ~ 
Band Category $10 ~' 
Contact Erie Crawford 
635-9037 or 
Pat St. Thomas 
635-7779 or 635-5500 
To Register or 
for Further Information 
d.es~*: 
i ~i~ii!ii~iii~ii , 7 
i::!:r e g 
"It 's not really prudent for the city to be 
entering into an agreement with a group 
• that doesn't have society status," noted city 
"chief administrative officer Ron Poole, 
He said he's now beau told the society 
paperwork is complete and talks should 
resume as early as this week. 
Market organizers would still prefer a 
much longer term lease than what the city 
the city and farmers' market organizers may be the subject of further negotiation. ~ ~  Terrace, Skeena Mail 
about giving the market a lease at its Davis City council and the market organizers 
because 635,5345 " ~m~ ~ ~ . . . .  Ave. site. were at odds through much of 1998 , Although the city had offered the grdup a ciW.staffhad~g~t6,difmighib~dfim~:i~:~":'',J: :~,= ............................... 'i~; ~"7~:,'*,';" 
three-year l~ase eariy this year, the deal identify the b~st long'term home f6i::illl '' ~: ~ ' Useyour Universal Card, i~oiieigrd'* :~ 
was never completed because the market market. The Davis Ave. site, they' said, Visa, American Express or Inlerac Direct Paymeal~ 
had not yet attained society status, should be earmarked for more intensive de- ~ n  
velopment, adding the market might soon 
outgrow that site anyway. 
But market organizers felt the downtown 
parkside location was essential to their suc- 
cess and lobbied for mouths to stay there. 
Council relented after the group had 
gathered a huge petition and threatened to 
make the market an issue in this fall's 
municipal election. 
This Week's 
SON  
SONY 1137 
Model KV32S42 
• 32 In Stereo Monitor _ 
• Canadian V Chip 
• S-Video Input ~.~ [[Ik~ [~ri ~ ~ [ ~ ~  
• Auto White Balance ~ ] ~ L ~  
• Matrix Surround Sovnd 
o AV Inputs P * ~  ~'~ 
• Clock Timer 
• Sleep Timer 
L PART 
[STORY , . 
ERRACE 
JDARD 
UM REPORT 
Sam, Br ian  or 
Mark  
638-7283 
• ~'%A 4" J  
| |  ! ~ m 
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRA CE KITIMA T TERRA CE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
i 
You can be a part of Terrace History. o 
We are compi l ing several  pages of peo- 
ple and places in and around Terrace. 
You can add your name, picture of 
your family or business to the histori- 
~ cal issue. You will ,'.:: 
I i never have this oppor-~: ~, 
tunity again. For fur- 
, |her information. ~ ~ n 
STOCK UP  FOR THE 
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~? 
~:~ , ~ ~ .  ~'.'.v/.':i ~E'z~ i -:#~ ~ ~:~=, ~ ~ . ~  '  Ig = 
'~  i, ~ ~ i  ,"~ Lay's '1~ .~,.:. ,~ I I I~ I i~C~ POtato Chips 
~' -~:  ~-  SAVEat least $2,18 on two 
.... \'~3~'~ '~ ,, ..... • J l~ I  LIMIT 2 per household ~ ,~,.,~.,.,.]~ "~411 i ,.....J~,.-:~ . . J " .ee ,~ . 
~'~' i~  ~IIU I !I~I' ~"~~\  .~e , ,~  wlth Safeway Club 
] ~l~li ' ' '~" 111~.. '~"*" -kP~" '~t~ belwem 9t2 and 
' 
N 
. . . .  . . . .  
!I~ ~ Pure Beef Patt,es 
~4ers de b ° ~ ~ ~  ~cgeUl~re.?r:~ea Sn° i  O r 
454 kg Box for$15.60 
SAVE at least $5.39/case 
i ~' :~"t '~~ '~.. . .~,. .  ~" .  ~,~: ...... 
"~ '~-~ ~o"  . . . . .  Locally Grown 
~ ~'~11~ . . . . . . . .  ~ " ~ ' "  .... " "  ' ........ Corn onthe Cob i 
' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " r ' " '  "~"Produc l  of Canada. 
:~~"'-,: . . . .  SAVE at least $2,16 on twelve ,. _. ~ :  .,......,.., ,.-:,.:.,~ ...- 
• " "' - . '7  J 
~!~ ~%.  <,~., " '" ' . . '  -~,~..\ NO LINIT with Saieway 
• . ~ _  ' Club belween g12 and 
• , .  ,,~..: , , ,  ~ , ~ . : ~ , ~  
f..~ .., .~.',~ ... 
Sareway Club Price 
Coke or Pepsi 
Assorted flavours. Plus deposit 
or envlro levy where applicable. 
Works out to $3,50 per 12 Pack 
8 99 ..... ~-C.~: '~ '~ "2~,-,,.., 
~ ~ i i  . ' ~ ' "  .,. ~.. : 
~ to tin 
~.~:;~ i~:!il i 
VISA" 
ge77 
':,, fr, way Club Price 
| Kraft Macaroni 
8, Cheese Dinner 
Original, FIRST ONE. 
~ approx. 58¢ per box 
14',98ea. 
~llewa,l Club Price 
Purex 
Bathroom Tissue 
2 Ply. While. FIRST TWO. 
SAVE at least $5.00  
10.99o . 
~,,dv,'~,Jy Club Price 
Ocean's chunk 
Light Tuna 
FIRST TWO, 
~ap~rox .  92¢ per tin 
2t 21 
DIRECT 
I PAYMENT 
Iflims effective al all Canada 5afc-,,vay stalL3 "ItlLISC~Iy, S )IL-'IlL~r 2 It111.1 Satulday, Seplc~ llly._'~ 4. 1999. We iE"..-ove tl'~_ right to IrT~t sales Io ir.4ad qLklll|ltK~'~ Ollle II('111~ II1,1y f%OI ~ available ,it all slo~es AJI items 
while slacks last. A(ttkll Jten~ n~/vary  shghtfy flx}nl llLislraholls, Soi1"le ilhlsIi~tlons mz., selwilg sugcjeslzoi~ gy. Adv~tr-.ed l~CeS (Io not.  I(|LI(~ G~. "  AJR MILES INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS N M, LOYALTY 
MANAGEMENT GROUP, CANADA INC ALFFHORIZrD USER 
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j P reschoo ls  Duo escape:_ ,  . , .  ...  R00M SALI truck 
I II11l.t ~ ~  ' . r  ~ ~ " ~=~ =~ /Twin 
J ~ - - l r  ~ CDN + TAX Expires Octot~er31, 1999 I Monday & Thursday mornings $80/mo 
J~ l~ Fordetaflscall HEART OF DOWNTOWN PRINCE GEORGE J Wed.&Fridaymornings $80/mo 
J M, W, & F afternoons .. $120/mo 
I~  SIMON FRASER INN 1-800-292-8333 ~To register please eome in person to the centre a¼ 2510 
South Eby Street or phone 6,35-9388 for more info, • 
yards, when he smelled gas 
wafting from his Ford 
Ranger. 
Minutes later his pick up 
truck was iu flames and a 
complete write off. 
"We tun~ed around and 
then a big flame shot out the 
exhaust," said 13-year-old 
passenger Daniel Brochu. 
by the time the brothers got 
out of the vehicle the trail of 
gas from the truck had al- 
most surrounded the truck. 
"There were flaraes 
around the vehicle as well," 
said Hill. 
The ruined truck was not 
insured for fire purposes, 
said Hill. 
No more charges in 
fatal grad car crash 
RCMP DECIDED last week 
not to proceed with criminal 
charges against Jeffrey 
Louis Payne, the passenger 
in the stolen car hwolved in 
last June's fatal accident at 
the four-way stop in Thorn- 
hill. 
Crowu prosecutors consid- 
ered charging Payne with 
possession of stolen proper- 
ty, but said there was not 
enough evidence to convict 
him. 
The driver of the car, 
Aaron James Douglas faces 
nine charges including two 
counts of criminal 
negligence causing the 
deaths of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary student Laura 
Allison Lee, 17, and Rotary 
exchange student Renauld 
Mauriee Fontaine. 
Fontaine and Lee died at 
the intersection of Hwy37 
and 16 June 12, 1999 when 
a stolen car being chased by 
RCMP broadsided their 
Toyota Tercel. 
RCMP estimated Douglas, 
alleged to be impaired at the 
time, was driving as fast as 
140 kilometres per hour 
when the accident hap- 
pened. 
Douglas also faces two 
charges of impaired driving 
causing death, possession of 
stolen property and breach 
of probation for an offence 
committed while he was a 
young offender. 
He will be held in custody 
in Prince George until his 
preliminary hearing Jan. 10, 
2000. The hearing is sched- 
uled to last three days. 
Assault witnesses sought 
TERRACE RCMP arc looking for witnesses who saw a 
23-year-old Terrace man assaulted near Aug. 20. 
The man was walking down Kalum toward Greig Ave- 
hUe between 4 a.m, and 6 a.m. when he was attacked. 
He sustained injuries to his head and face and required 
medical attention. 
Call Crimestoppersat 635-TI?S or theTerrace KCMP at:  ~ .... : ~ :~ '  
638-7400 if you eatt help. 
MCEWAN GM 635-4941 
: -~ . { 
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Hefty fines threatened if 
your yard attracts bear's 
BEAR SEASON is entering 
its peak, and property 
owners can now be fined up 
to $100,000 and serve up to 
one year in jail for attracting 
dangerous wildlife to their 
property. 
Bill 63 - -  the wildlife 
amendment act - -  passed its 
final reading in Victoria 
June 29, giving conservation 
officers the power to issue 
dangerous . wildlife pro- 
tectiou orders to property 
owners who leave garbage 
or fruit around, attracting 
wildlife. 
If the order isn't followed, 
the property owner could be 
prosecuted under the new 
act, said deputy chief of the 
wildlife branch Mark 
Hayden. 
He said the protection or- 
der should be enough to get: 
property owners to clean up 
attractants. THIS KERMODE was tranquilized and removed from 
Hayden stressed this act is • a Lakelse Lake property on July 17. 
not for deliberately attract- 
ing dangerous wildlife - -  "It 's an outright offense 
like bears, wolves, coyotes to deliberately attract 
and cougars - -  to property dangerous wildlife to prop- 
because that is a separate of- erty." 
fense. Rotten fruit, garbage and 
compost, Hayden said, are 
examples of attractsnts hat 
could be targeted for 
removal. 
"The order is telling 
people to contain it, move it, 
or remove it," he said ofat- 
tractanLs on people's proper- 
ty. 
"This just puts into law 
what we've tried to educate 
people about all along," he 
added. 
For Brian Patrick, owner 
of Misty River Tackle, the 
legisl~/~ion puts too much 
coz~l in the hands of con- 
servatioa officers. 
"This gives a bunch of 
idiots too much power," he 
said. 
Patrick said giving conser- 
vation officers the right to 
search properties without a 
search warrant is ridiculous. 
"Their job isn't to be po- 
lice officers. This is Canada, 
not Nazi Germany." 
Issuing dangerous wildlife 
orders, he added, could also 
go to extremes if property 
owners had to cut down 
their trees. 
"A  lot of the trees here 
are heritage trees, and they 
can just be hacked down if a 
CO says it has to go?" he 
i questioned. 
Bear  ca l l s  
p ick  up  as  
fall nears  
BEARS ARE getting ready 
for hibentation attd there 
have been 30 new com- 
plaints since the end of July. 
Local deputy clerk Lor- 
raine Kerbrat said there 
have been 158 complaints as 
of August 24. 
Conservation officers at- 
tended 24 complaints and 
captured and released ltiue 
bears including a kermode, 
seven grizzlies and d baby 
black bear taken to a reha- 
bilitation centre in Smithers. 
Six black bears have been 
destroyed in the area. 
She cautioned, however,' 
that only about half of the 
complaints are from the im- 
mediate area because the 
numbers include all areas l 
except Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert. 
Hot spots include queem-: 
way Drive, and the area sur-, 
rounding the 'Thornhiil 
dump where seven bears 
were killed Aug. 24-25. 
The bears loitered in the 
area and had tried to get into 
the landfill, despite an elec- 
tric fence that was installed 
last summer, she said. 
Traps are currently set in 
the Mountaiuview Drive 
area, Dutch Valley and the 
Pine park area of Thomhill. 
Most bears, said Kerbrat 
are still coming ittto town 
because of improperly 
stored garbage. 
She cited only one com- 
plaint where a bear was 
lured to a local's berry 
bushes. 
Bear problems peak in 
Septetnber and fade through 
October and November. 
depeuding on the weather. 
, . r ,  
Paralyzed 
man awarded 
right to hunt 
THE BC HUMAN rights 
tribunal awarded a 
paralyzed Abbotsford man 
$560 and the right to hunt in 
i environmentally sensitive 
areas last week. 
Richard  McLoughlin is 
paralyzed from the waist 
down and uses an all terrain 
vehicle (ATV) to hunt. The 
ienvironment ministry, 
which restricts ATV use in 
:seusitlve areas, refused 
McLoughlin the right to 
iapply for a $10 exemption 
to the provision. 
Deputy  chief corn- I
,missioner Harinder Mahii 
',ruled it's discriminatory to 
Labour Day 
MADNESS  
DATE: 
TIME: 
LOCATION: 
r 
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water tight, 
air tight, 
crush proof, 
dustproof ... 
Protect yore 
laptop with, 
Laptop 
Compute] 
Case 
PELICAN 
PRODUCTS ,m 
I 
KERMODEI DIVE SHOP 
4546 Lazelle Ave 
Tel: 635-9440 Fax: 635-1717 
T 0 M P1 Y ~ H ILF IGER 
ENTER FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN AT: 
~ 4639 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
635-5150 
presents a 
Thursday, September 9, 1999 
10:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Northern Healthcare 
No. 100 4634 Park Avenue 
Terrace 
Call For An Appointment 
615-5151 
Out of Town 1-800-665-5953 
,tim| is made because a per- Northern Pu,' base. 
'son is disabled. 
w" - "  Healthcare i + i$10 for each of six years he ' n e w  A m o e ~ l ~  ipaid the exemption fee and ]~parb 
'$500 for damage to his dig- Off regular etad price of any breast  rm 
"" , , MASTECTOMY BRA OR and rec.ewe a 
i+  ".,. - SWIMWEAR ITEM .py k t.h ,o,~c++o~ ~ f ree  sk in  er.  ~~~i  
"1 "c'°'+"'°~" £ Offer valid only on clim© day. It. " ~ ~ ~ i  
' [ i 
+ 
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BUS NESS [ k gvigw 
Go on line or die 
E-commerce is where it's at, workshop told 
IF YOU DON'T take your 
business on the Internet, you 
may get washed out. 
That was the message In- 
dustry Canada's Brian 
Anderson brought to a 
Chamber of Commerce 
workshop here last week on 
electronic ommerce. 
Anderson told local resi- 
dents c-commerce is the 
wave of the future. 
He explained electronic 
commerce covers every- 
thing from online retail out- 
lets (shopping) to corn- 
patties designing electronic 
catalogues to Web site de- 
sign and hosting. 
"Not only is communica- 
tion instantaneous, is ac- 
curate and reliable and less 
expensive than fa×ing or 
calling," Anderson said. 
E-commerce increases 
business productivity and 
efficiency by coordinating a 
firm's digital operations be- 
tween customers, distrib- 
utors, marketers, manufac- 
turers, and suppliers, which 
enables lower costs, pro- 
rides better service, expands 
markets, and extends better 
links to present and future 
business partners. 
"The challenge for Cana- 
dian retailers is to position 
themselves to take ad- 
vantage of that," he said. 
He explained that current- 
ly American suppliers domi- 
nate online shopping --~ 
Canada is about 18 months 
behind the U.S. in adopting 
e-commerce tools. 
Industry Canada's wants 
Canada to capture 5 per cent 
of the total lnternet world 
share by 2003, worth an 
estimated US $160 billion. 
Marilyn Kerr said she was 
worried that if every busi- 
ness went online, local 
stores and commmfities 
would suffer. " I  think 
[shopping olfline] is anti- 
social in a way," Kerr said. 
Anderson assured her that 
electronic commerce isn't 
goitg to destroy com- 
munities since oldy 5 per 
cent of North American 
shopping is currently online. 
"It's not going to go that 
way," he said. "It Shouldn't 
be a threat o businesses in 
town." 
What will be greatly af- 
fected, he said, are business 
to business transactions, 
I 
BRIAN ANDERSON, an Industry Canada technology 
guru, urged business owners to get net savvy, 
which will become mucll Many residents who at- 
more efficienL 
He said local businesses 
are going to have to adapt 
and go online to survive. 
"Having online shopping 
creates a 24-hour bond with 
customers and allows agents 
to find new customers," he 
said. "There is nothing yov 
can't buy on the lntentet." 
In addition, c-commerce 
allows the smallest home- 
based businesses to tap into 
international markets for 
specialized services. 
tended the selninar admitted 
they've shopped online to 
get better deals. 
One man said he was able 
to get car parts for much 
less than he would have to 
pay for ones in the city. 
AJidcrson said often 
people worry net financial 
transactions are unsafe. 
"It 's the biggest urban 
myth," he said. "There is- 
less risk that using a phone. 
The technology is extremely 
reliable." 
O 
Out & 
About 
Business 
summit here 
TERRACE will be the site 
of the first Pacific North- 
west Regional Business 
Summit, to be hosted by the 
Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce on 
Saturday, Sept. 18. 
It's intended to bring to- 
gether big and small 
businesses from across the 
region to work with local, 
provincial and federal 
governments to develop,. 
coopcrative non-partisan 
solutions to rcgional issues. 
Reps from the Charlottes.. 
to Houston are expected. ' 
Call the chamber office at 
635-2(363 to pre-rcgistcr. 
PURCHASE FIN NCI 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
For women 
IF YOU'RE a woman and 
have a business idea, the 16- 
37 Cmnmunity Futures De- 
velopment Corporation 
wants you. 
It's the agent for the 
Women's Enterprise 
Society of B.C., a group 
which gets money from the 
federal govenunent to lend 
to women so they can go 
intO bushiess. 
"Since we're their part- 
uers we'll work with women 
to develop their business 
plans," said 16-37's Mary 
A~me Skill. 
The enterprise society will 
,here likely lead women 
money who may not  have 
enough equity from other 
sources to start their busi- 
ness, she said. 
8 
BRFrLSH 
COLUMBIA 
Road 
Sense  Fq  
: # 
i:~ i•:i • ,::•• 
Roadchecks on now, 
@ 
DRINKING DRIVING 
COUNTERA'ITACK 
ON EVERY IN-STOCK NEW '99 FORD EXPLORER 
• ~i ~I ii ! : i l  i 
; , 4.0L OHV engine. Air conditioning • AM/FM stereo/cassette 
i * second generation dual airbags . SecuriLock passive anti-theft system. 4 Wheel ABS 
mmmmaa 
O 
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Deal reached to base region's 
firefighter training in Kitimat 
THE NORTHWEST fiually 
has a regional fire fighter 
training organization based 
ill Kitimat. 
Northern Emergency Ser- 
vices Training Academy, or 
NESTA, will co-ordinate 
training programs for fire 
departmeuts - -  both 
municipal and iudustrial - -  
from the Queen Charlotte 
Islands to Bums Lake. 
But while Kithnat will 
provide the headquarters, 
manager Norbert Hartig 
stressed NESTA is the result 
of a cross-region effort. 
"It 's a co-operative," he 
noted, adding the intent was 
to ensure equal access for 
all communities and their 
fire fighters, including 
volunteer departments. 
Hartig said NESTA will 
be looking to get industries 
across the region involved. 
"They could benefit from 
the extra (training) op. 
lions," he explained. 
That training will include 
both live and theory train. 
ing, via an internet-based 
network NESTA is setting 
up - -  the first of its kind in 
B.C. 
Randy Smith 
NESTA admhfistrator 
Tanya Stevenson explained 
the ,etwork will allow 
firefighters to receive theory 
traiui,g, from SAlT and 
B.C.'s Justice Institute, 
without ever leaving their 
own community. 
As for live fire training, 
that will take place at 
facilities across the region 
with each concentrating on a 
separate aspect so as to 
avoid duplication. 
For example, Kitimat's 
Forest Ave. trahfing ground 
could be used for confined 
space training and Prince 
Rupert could provide 
marine fire trahfing. 
The Terrace-Kitimat Air- 
port could train for aircraft 
fires and driver training. It 
will also provide a cold 
smoke mobile home with 
movable walls, allowing fire 
, fighters to rescue dmnmies 
in a smoky environment. 
Randy Smith, Terrace fire 
chief and NESTA treasurer, 
is looking forward to the 
airport's new metal sea con- 
tainers. 
The 10x20 or 10x40 
stacked and arranged con- 
tainers will have holes cut in 
them to simulate doom and 
windows. 
"We can set them on fire 
and they don't bum down," 
he said. 
Smith originally fought to 
have the academy set up in 
Terrace's more central oca- 
tion. But, ill the end, he 
agreed the academy needed 
to be near industrial partners 
in Kitimat, who expressed a 
financial interest in the site 
from the beginuing. 
"In the end it came~down 
to who was contributing the 
inost money,  because we 
wanted to get the centre off 
the ground as soon as pos- 
sible." 
Still, he said, the academy 
will act as a regional train- 
ing centre, with specialized 
trahting across the north- 
west. 
Smith added the academy 
will operate on a $200,000 
budget next year, with sup- 
port from 29 members in- 
cludhtg First Nations Emer- 
gency Services, government 
grants, partners and course 
fees. 
He stressed training here 
will save industries and fire 
departments air fare, accom- 
modation, course fees and 
per diem costs of training 
courses in Vancouver. 
"It will save some of 
those companies $2,000 to 
$4,000 right off the bat," he 
said. 
htitial courses, to educate 
future trainers, started Aug. 
28-29, with hot and cold 
smoke trainhtg at the airport 
scheduled in late September 
or early October. 
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TONS OF PACKS! 
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HAPPYDAYS 
HANDBAG & 
LUGGAGE COMPANY 
SKEENA MALL 
MEDITERRANEAN STEAK 
For the month of September, e~joy a 
Mar inated  6 oz  S i r lo in  
topped with grilled veggies and feta cheese 
Served with rice and pita bread. I, 
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Trees of Lakelse Lake Provincial Perk 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park protects an old growth coastal ralnforest. 
In Ihis rainforest, hree type of coniferous trees love to grow and make there 
home in this park, These trees are the western red cedar, western hemlock 
and Sitka spruce. 
The western red cedar is BC's official tree, The wood is durable and 
light making it excellent for a variety of uses, The red cedar Is resistant o 
decay and Insect damage, therefore, the wood from the fallen trees can be 
salvaged to make shakes for roofs. The western red cedar Is an important 
tree in BC's forest industry, 
The western red cedar has adopted the name "tree of life", It is 
considered the cornerstone of the Northwest coast aboriginal culture. The 
First Nations use all parts of the cedar to supply their needs. The wood Is 
used to make canoes, boxes, houses, clothing, and tools, The inner and 
outer bark are used to make rope, clothing, and baskets, These are a few of 
the reasons why lhe western red cedar is called the "tree of life". 
The western hemlock, found in lakelse Lake Provincial Park, is the 
primary pulp species in BC, Long ago, the hemlock tree was not considered 
commercially valuable until someone discovered that pulp could be easily 
extracted from the hemlock, Today, hemlock is one of the most logged trees 
in the area. 
The hemlock is widely used by First Nalions people for dishes, pots, 
spoons and combs among other items. The wood can be easily carved. The 
inner bark, or cambium, can be eaten raw or cooked. First Nations also use 
the needles to make a tea to calm cold, flus and fevers. 
The Sitka spruce was a very popular tree to log tn the early 1900s. 
Today there are not many left in BC. In Lakelse lake Provincial Park we are 
forlunate to have an abundant supply of Sitka spruce, The lumber of the 
Sitka spruce is prized because it is light, soft, relatively strong and flexible. 
During World War II, it was used for airplane construction. It is also prized 
for building musical instruments because of its excellent harmonic qualities, 
First Nations used the Sitka spruce in a variety of ways. They believe 
that the sharp needles have special powers for protection against evil 
influences. The sap is used for healing burns and sores, as well as for 
chewing gum, First Nations used the roots of Sitka spruce to weave 
baskets, snares, ropes and fishing line. 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park is home to the western red cedar, 
western hemlock and Sitka spruce. All of these trees are important to First 
Nations and BC's forest industry, Attend one of the nature walks conducted 
by Ihe Park Interpreter and learn more about he trees and plants thst are 
found and protected at Lakelse Lake Provincial Park 
i i i  
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
3:00 pm Animal Woodsle8. Learn about the animals 
that live In the park and make one to take 
home, Children craft. 
7:00 pm Flash From the Past, Learn about First Nation 
and early settler use of the forest while walking 
the trail, Meet at the information slon near the 
RV duma station. 
FRIDAY SEPT 
3:00 pm Great Bug Hunt. What Is the bast way to learn 
about insects? Collect and observe them in 
their natural environment. 
7:00 pm Hug e Tree and Survive, Learn what to do If 
you are lost in the woods, Family presentation 
and slides. 
2:00 pm Jerry Ranger's "Tree Friends", See the forest 
without your eyes, Nature Nut, Children games, 
7:00 pm Red Fish, Blue Fish, Green Fish. Special 
guest Brian Williams, Biologist, Learn about the 
fishes in the Lakelse Watershed, Children 
activity, 
SUNDAY SEPT s 
3:00 pm Jerry Ranger's "Flash From the Past". Learn 
li about First Nation and Pioneer use of the forest, 
Children activity. History Hound. 
7.00 m Bear Aware. Learn about the largest predator 
P In the park. 
Jl All are welcome. Programs ere FREE, 
All programs will be held In the Amphltheatre 
unless otherwise posted. 
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SCHNEIDERS ~ 
LUNCH MATES 
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81  gr to 130  gr  
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FLETCHERS PACKAGED 
LUNCHEON MEATS 
1 75  gr  
LOOK IN  THIS  
PAPER FOR 
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IV 'S  GREAT 
MEAT 
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Some drive for hours 
to save  on air fares 
Westjet getting customers from this far away 
A WESTJET official isn't making the drive," said vance. 
surprised by stories that lo- 
cals are driving to Prince 
George to take advantage of 
the low-cost carrier's fares 
to Vancouver. 
Si0bhan Vanish has heard 
sinfilar stories from other 
places where Calgary-based 
Westjet has set up. 
"It is a distance [from 
Terrace to Prince George], 
but we have heard this be- 
fore," said Vinish. 
"Consumers will go to 
where they get the best 
va Inc. ' ' 
Westjet began flying from 
Prince George to Victoria in 
March and from Prince 
George to Vancouver in 
June. 
Its regular Prince George 
to Vancouver fare at $238, 
h~cluding taxes, is at least 
$200 cheaper than flying 
from Terrace to Vancouver 
on best fares available from 
Canadian Regional or Air 
B.C. 
At that kind of possible 
savitlgs, Elan Travel's 
George Clark says his 
agency is getting a couple of 
calls a day regarding West- 
jet. 
"A family of four could 
save up to $1,000 by 
Clark. 
From three 737s flying to 
five eities in 1996, Westjet 
has just added a 13th air- 
craft and now flies as far 
east as Thnnder Bay. 
The company doesn't see 
itself as taking passengers 
from other air~[i~s as much 
as ~couraging ~eople to fly 
who'haven't before because 
of price. 
"We're not fighting for 
the same piece of pie. We 
feel if the prices are rea- 
sonable, people who would 
otherwise take the bus, train 
or ear will fly. We stimulate 
the market," said Vanish. 
Still, she adds, where 
Westjet has set up, other air- 
lines have lowered their 
prices because of competi. 
lion. 
Westjet's $238 return fare 
from Prince George to Van- 
couver isn't far off the 
Greyhound return fare of 
$182.22. 
A return Terrace to Van- 
couver Greyhound ticket 
costs $316.08, tax included. 
If two people travel to- 
gether, the bus line charges 
50 per Gent for the second 
passenger if the tickets are 
bought seven days in ad- 
Westjet is already at 75 
per cent capacity on most 
flights from Prince George. 
"We think that will grow 
in the fall as most people 
had their summer vacation 
plans already made before 
we started service," said 
Vinish. 
As for Terrace, Vinish 
said the company has no im- 
mediate plans but is con- 
stantly evaluating where it 
might go next. 
One strategy it has un- 
dertaken is to offer a set 
number of flights for a set 
period of time to larger 
cities from places where it 
doesn't have regular service. 
It did this in Grsnde 
Prairie in northern Alberta 
and in Brandon, Manitoba, 
this past winter. 
"They proved 
tremendously successful," 
said Vinish. "People were 
driving from all over the 
place to fly with us." 
For now, Elan Travel's 
Clark predicts a steady 
stream of people from here 
will travel to Prince George. 
He does think, however, 
that this might tail off in the 
winter because of uncertain 
road conditions. 
Enron, Sodra among 
the buyers eyeing SCI 
AN AMERICAN energy firm is reportedly wood byproducts from SCI's mills. 
lookhtg at buying Skeena Cellulose. Swedish pulp and paper firm Sodra has 
Texas-based Emon Corp. was named last 
week by the Prince Rupert Daily News as 
the company conducting a 60-day due dil- 
ligence study into buying SCI. 
That's an advanced level of discussion 
that involves taking a detailed look at the 
compa,y's assets. 
New premier Dan Miller, the North Coast 
IdLA, told the paper Eaton would be a 
good addition to the northwest because of 
its energy specialty. 
also reportedly expressed interest in SCI. 
Miller told the Standard Friday he's 
hopes a sale will result. 
"I've been involved with lots of deals in 
the past and you can never presume what 
may or may not happen," he stressed. "At 
no time did we want to become the majori- 
ty owner of Skeena Celulose." 
Government officials conf'urmed Emon 
has looked at SCI, but say a confidentiality. 
agreement bars them from disclosing which 
"They are hwolved in other things bee- finn is engagedinthe due dilllgencestudy. 
ides pulp and paper,"Miller said last week~ ...... ME~/iiwhile~Skeena Celltil6sE i~'t~olded :~ ..... 
"I think having that kind of company in $1.5 million profit in July, according to 
British Columbia might produce other op- company spokesman Don McDonald. 
portuuities." '. "The profit resulted maildy from stronger 
' One possibility is eogeneration using lumber prices," he said. 
 e orrason Gomp u/ers  nc. 
103-4716 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B,C. 
Ph: (250) 635-3362 Fax: (250) 365-6383 
E-math merlin@kermode.net Web: www.pendragoncomputers.com 
All Systems include 17" Monitor and Speakers 
Terrace & District Crei)it U i0r  
Team up again to bring you great systems and loans at Prime Rate (oac). 
PLUS, buy a Computer through your Terrace & District Credit Union 
Account and receive up to 1500 Canadian Plus Points! 
Also you will be entered into a draw for 25000 Canadian Plus Points!l! 
PRIME IS BACKIH  
Canadbn Plus TM 
INCENTIVES 
Cempaq Presar io  5304 
I l emi l i  S Ie ! l l ;  
366MHz MMXOyrixMII Processor 
64 MB SyncDRAM 
512KB Level 2 Cachn 
4.0 MB Video Memory 
4.3 Ga ~ Ultra 0MA Hard Drive 
32X Max = CD.Rom Drive 
2X AGP 3D Graphics wilh Direct 3D 
56K V.gO Modem ~ 
$ 1299.00  
480 MHz AMD K8-2 upgrade version 
.~$1437.00 
• * of I 8pgtk  IT l i  ~ e l  { IS  
Colpaq  Presar io  5111 
I_~mIm_I__Imtttl 
466MHz Intelenlaron Ptoeeeeor 
64 MB SyncDRAM 
2X AGP Graphics with DIract3D 
40  MB Video Memory 
12.0 GB Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
32X Max= CD.Rom Ddve 
56K V.90 Modem' 
101t 00 Mbpe NIC 
$ 1899.00  
I I~icrosoft ~ndows 98 2rid Ed. 
I~lrrolctl Internal Expk)ret " 
Ouicks~ Bask= ~g 
Yldeograrn Creator* 
Compl~ Quickrestore 
Compaq Presar io  5360 
I l l n I I I I l  SlllI_I_I 
450MHz AMD-K6.2 Processor 
with 3DNowl Tedmology 
64 MB SyncDRAM 
4.0 M0 Video Memory 
10,0 GB ~ Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
32X Max = CD-Rom Drive 
2X AGP Graphics with Direct3D 
56K V.90 Modem' 
$ 1699.00  
Compaq Presar io  572  I 
COln l I I l I  I I IH I I$ ;  
500M Hz Inlel Coleron Proceseor 
96 MB SyncDRAM 
128KB Level 2 Cache 
4.0MBVideo Memory 
~0.0 GB Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
32X Max CD.Ro~ Drive 
2X AGP 3D Graphics with Direct 3D 
ESS Solo PCI Audio 
1.SMB DSU56K Modem 
IO/10OMB NIC 
$ 2249.00  
Rklg CenlraJ Fax* I 
LIvePIx Collection" I 
Natl..ape Corn m unlcat ~" I 
Ml¢/o=mfl Encado 99" J 
Ineluded i l l~ l r ln ;  
M~$of l  Money 99 
M~eo ~tiv~us 
Microsoft Works 4.~ 
Mrrosofl Word gT*  
i ~ You Can Make a Difference 
~HUNTINGTON 
I f .  DISEASE 
Ill = 
,'Dr. e. A. Okimi 
General Dentistpj, Orthodontics, TMJ 
New paUe~ w~ceme, Visa. Ma,er.r~, ~.terae cards accepted 
Office Hours. 200-4619 Park Ave 
Men- W~ 8.00 a.m,- 4:30 p.m. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
_Thur 12.00p.m.. 8:00 p,m. (250) 03S-7011 
Terrace Little Theatre in conjunction with... 
PRESENTS 
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{ PEACE I 
~_ Caledonia Sr. Seconday, 3605 Munroe Street, Terrace, B.C. 
] Ti.k~E & DATE ~. 
". Saturday, September  18th, 1999 at 8:00 P.M. 
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FORMER WWF SUPERSTAR 
General Admission Advance Tickets: $12.00 
Tickets at the Door: $15.00 
cket  Outlet:  Un ig lobe  Cour tesy  Travel ,  
4718A Lazelle Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
Meet the Wrestlers - Autograph Sessi()n - 11:00 P.M. 
At Gators Pub & Nightclub -Best  Western Terrace Inn 
I 3 PAIRS OF TICKETS :rO:~E ~'VEN AWAY 
~,~, , , - ' ,~, :  , . , .~ .~. . . . '  Entry,forms to be handed~in.at The Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St. 
NAME .~ADDRESS 
I PHONE 
Contest closes 5:0P..pm [ept10~999. Winners will be notified. ~! 
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~ii:.l BEEF, EYE OF ROUND 
From f ront  
Much work needed 
for fall referendum 
years until the project is finished. 
Hawes said the argument hat more 
money could be found for the project 
through govenunent grants and corporate 
htvolvement with an April vote is also mis- 
leadhtg. 
"We don't have a project yet," she said, 
noting those partners won't participate in 
something not yet sanctioned by voters. 
To proceed to referendum in November, 
other steps are still required. Both city 
council and the Kitimat Stikine regional 
district board will have to pass enabling 
bylaws at their meeth~gs in September. 
Councillor Oiga Power, who returned last 
week, said she supports both the decision to 
go to referendum in November and to 
spend small amounts of money to get a see- 
t 
I 
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COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
A $ SO¢ IAT ION 
Bti Ihh Co/~mMa and Y~kon 
i 
A U T 0 F L 0 0 R I N G E_D U ,C_A . . . _T . IO_N_  MAN.UFA.gT.UR. EI~._HOMES. s__I"E,E.L . . . . .  BU.!.L0.I.N.G_S. 
CARS FROM $600. EXCLUSIVE TO WOOD. BE A SUCCESSFUL OWN YOUR own manufac. FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS 
Government seized and aur. PECKER HARDWOOD WRITER..., write for money tured home lot In Sundre, • Pre-englneerod Sleol 
and pleasure with our unique A~beda. 25 lots still avollable, 
FLOORS Woodpecker Is homs-sludy course. You get B,900 sq,fl, ($10,700) to Slructurss,Custom.msdo to 
plus. All makes and models, pleased to introduce Individual tuition from profes. 13,400 sq.fl, ($28,000). suit your epeclflcellons, 
Sold locally. Call for listings, MADAWASKA Hardwood slonalwdlers on oll aspects of Please call the Sundrc Town Faclory'DIroct Summer 
. . . . . . .  1B00.734.6588,.._ . . . .  Ext ~----BC40 Floors' PREFINISHED wdting • romances, shod ate- Office, 403,638.3551, or fax Clearance Sale, Call 1.800. 
BUSINESS FOR SALE Premium Line. Renowned for des, radio, and TVscdpte, ar. 403.630-2100. 
tlclos and children's stories, 608-5111 exi,132 for free 
their oonslstcnl end precise Send today forour FREE [=--°.R--S--AL--E.--M-J~.--CJ b r o c h u r e , 
GROCERY STORE 8000 milling, Madawaskaie offering BOOK. TOLl. FREE 1,600-' SAWMILL $49B5 SAW LOGS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
sqJt. Sale ar lease. Vendor ft. alifotlme warranty on 3.1/4"x 267,!829. FAX 1-616-740- iNTO BOARDS, planks, T R A V E L 
nanclng OAC •offered at ~., , e..,,~,., =~.,= ,-,,,.,~ ......, 9551, The Writing School beams Large oapacty, Best FULLY ESCORTED depar. 
-,~ ,.,~,,~ . . . . .  ~o,, =,,u a240.38 MoArlhur Ave. sawmlllvalue anywhere. Free luresto: Eastern Canada from 
$699,000. Kenan Ma.cKenzle, Maple, random lengths up to Ottewq, O.N, K1L 6R2;  Informellon 
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From front 
Many scenarios in airline fray 
very unclear ight now." view, we resitting ducks." muications, the. federal 
Kitimat, Stikine regional George Clark, president of g°vernmen[ wo.um only ap: 
d ishiCt chair Joa lme Anaerican Express Elan prove a_ major nauona= 
Monaghan, who led a Travel; said there are great n?erger..~r ~.eeg..iona= c.ar-
rlers, like Air ~.ld. ano L;a- 
- - ' ~  ~ ~ ~ nadian Regional Airlines, 
,, • . . were sold off separately From a stratght business point of view, . . . . . . .  . ,  ; , . . .  
p . -  . • " ts tle salu inal WOUKi I)¢ the 
we re  S l~ l r lg  CLUCKS,  best shot at preserving com- 
lines, which 
north, is in much healthier 
financial 
patti|t, 
In:emational, he said. 
that Canadian could spin off 
Canadian Regional and it 
could 
alone," Beynon said. 
he added, is 
Airlines runs out of money 
and is forced into 
bankruptcy before any 
merger or other deal can be 
finalized. 
"What would happen with 
Canadian Regional?" he 
asked. "Would those routes 
continue to be sewed? 
Airport revenue 
should be stable 
petition and affordable 
regional i,vestigatlon in to  iiances of internationafcar- prices in rural markets, 
air ticket pricing, is also un- tiers. One is Star Alliance, , "We've already been 
comfortable about the pos, which includes Air Canada, shafted by deregulation, 
sibilitics. United, Lufthansa, and which only benefitted the 
" I f  you have one set of others. The other is major centres," he said. " I f  
planes going out full instead Oneworld, whose partners they merge Air B.C. and 
of two going out half- include Canadian Airlines, Canadian Regional we 
stakes for two major al- Ainerican Airlines, British could really come off bad- 
Airways and Cathay Pacific. ly." 
If Canadian and Air Cana- Speculation about new 
da end up as one airline, one possibilities is running ram- 
of the alliances will win big pant in the industry, he 
IF THE NUMBER the num- 
ber of planes flying in and 
out of Terrace was reduced 
in the wake of a merger, it 
shouldn't have any effect on 
the airport's revenue, says 
Terrace-Kitimat Airport 
Society president Frank 
Hamilton. 
That's because the airport 
changed the way it charges 
landing fees to the airlhles, 
replacing fees based on size, 
weight and number of 
planes with fees strictly 
based on the number of pas- 
sengers who travel. 
" if  we have the same 
number of passengers con- 
tinuing to fly out of Terrace, 
the airport will continue to 
get the revenue," Hamilton 
said. 
The number of passengers 
travelling this year are so far 
down somewhat, he added. 
From front 
The airport's budget of 
just over $1 million is based 
on 90,000 passengers flying 
in and dut of the airport. 
Last year came in well 
over that target, with 98,000 
passenger movements re- 
corded. 
But Hamilton said 1999 is 
so far lower and likely to 
come in much closer to the 
90,000 figure. 
Fewer fly-in tourists be- 
cause of the recreational 
fishery's problems may be 
one reason, he said. 
Another is that Eurocan's 
scheduled maintenance 
shutdown that was to hap- 
pen in May will now be in 
September. When that hap- 
pens hundreds of trades 
workers are flown in to 
work on the plant, he added. 
"There may be a bit of a 
bump in September." 
Area natives not 
expected to block 
Tat man research 
Mackie said he doesn't foresee a battle between 
scientists and the First Nations as in the Washington State 
find of Kenuewick Man three years ago. 
The non-aboriginal t'eatures found on the skull of that 
body set off political fireworks because it led some people 
to suggest he ancestors of today's aboriginals weren't ac- 
tually the first people on the continent. 
"It 's not a problem that way," Mackie said. 
And Diane Strand of the Champagne - Aishihik First Na- 
tions said hand elders are looking forward to the learning 
experience. 
"The more we are able to learn about the past history 
and our area, the better it is for us to move forward," 
Strand said. 
Scientists hope the find will reveal the gender, age and 
size, of the person. 
Pollen and DNA testing from the body and elothing of 
the person will reveal the genetic background, health and 
possible vegetation of the area and thne he lived in. 
The remains were found Aug. 16 by sheep farmers hunt- 
ing ill the area. 
Scientists won't say whether the body's head was found 
- -  nor will they release a full inventory of the ancient 
corpse - -  saying only that the body, including skin and 
other soft tissue was found in a "near intact" state. 
That's in deference to the Champagne-Aishihik people, 
who have asked that photos and descriptions of the corpse 
be limited in an attempt o treat the person with "respect 
and dignity." I ¢-' 
I James W. Radelet 
' RADELET & COMPANY ~rri,t~r~ & Solicitor, 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia 51met, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www, canadiantire.com 
Or Emall us at 
www.cantlre.terrace@oe~l.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
q:tt9 Irc~r/Cml 
www.terraceautomall.com 
Contact Us @ 
T ER~c E   RRACE 
terrace.automall@osg.net 
ST ARD The Terrace Standard 
standard@kermode,net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here l  
Contact  us  at  638-7283 
In Alemoriam Gifts fund vital heart 
and stro/'e research and hea/th 
promotion programs 
Please print the name of the deceased 
HUar or person honoured; the name/ 
~DS~O~ address of the next of kin forward;and 
rouNv^ ~ONOr your name/address for tax receipt (Visa 
B.C.~.~UZON and M/C accepted). 
I ,  
Please mail your dollatton to: 
Box 22, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 
Anne Evans 638-1966 
0 
For kids, like ya know, new clothes 
are the one bright spot in back-to- 
school. For mom, great prices and 
selection mean easier shopping. And 
a budget hat buys more makes 
everybody happy. For jeans and 
jackets, skirts and 
shoes, we've got 
cool for school. 
" 5 . 
Wednesday  August 25 through 
Saturday, September 11 
S KE  E NA MAL L 
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KATHY FLORITTO 
Hospital going 
down the tubes 
C hildrea have a wonderful instinct 
for truth. They ask "Why?"  and 
always know if you're fudging the 
answer...so they keep pushing. 
If your first reply doesn't make much sense to 
them, out comes the "Why?" again (and again 
and again), until finally, from sheer exhaustion, 
you respond clearly, directly and truthfully. 
It appears to me that we should be taking that 
same tack with the various levels of governance 
involved with Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Why is Mills used as a regional care facility, 
hut refused funding as a regional hospital? The 
question has been asked many times, but can 
anyone offer a response that makes sense7 I f  
you can, by all meam, post it in large letters on 
all major arteries because, if it's been printed in 
ordinary type, I 've missed iL 
Why is the ahnight buck more important than 
you or me? Anyone?? 
Why is an 81 year old, temdnally ill woman 
who has paid for "the best health care system in 
the world" told, when she needs it, there's no 
room in the hm for her? 
Why is a hospital that is supposed to serve the 
needs of its community (hi this case, a fairly 
large community), reduced to 15 beds'?.? 
Why are the elderly residents of Terraceview 
Lodge now being fed by a hospital "kitchen" 
whose primary claim to fame is a knack for tak- 
ing perfectlygood;" wholesome foodstuffs and 
turning them into something my neighbor's dog 
would refuse? 
If you thiitk I 'm being too harsh, check it out. 
See how many people's families are bringing in 
food because patients can't handle what's on 
their tray? 
To belabour this point, our two-year-old 
grandson was ill hospital a few mouths ago and 
I had the misfortuue to be there when "dimter" 
was served. 
The poor little kid was presented with a plate 
loaded with a gluey mass of overcooked 
potatoes, hockey-puck hard carrots, green beans 
swimming in water and, I kid you not, Rubber 
Chicken. He wouldn't have touched it on a good 
day. Oh - -  he didn't go hungry. He polished off 
his brought-in dinner ill no thne flat. 
Interestingly, no staff member asked "Why?"  
when removing the still loaded hospital plate. 
Now, apparently, the residents of Terraceview 
Lodge are going to be fed by that same kitchen. 
Tom Novak, the hospital's financial 
troubleshooter, wants to integrate the dietary 
plan to "save money". Why? Is Terraceview in 
financial duo duo? I 've seen no headlines to that 
effect, but now that the facilities' accounts are 
being 'handled' by Mills bookkeeping staff, 
perhaps that will be next on the list. More 
"integration"? 
To add Insult to injury, Hr. Novak says he's 
sampled the food at Mills and "it  tasted good" 
to him, at the same time ad~nitting he's "not too 
picky". Terrific. A middle-aged, apparently 
healthy individual who lacks the ability to dis- 
criminate between good food and slop not only 
determines that sick people should be abused 
with unpalatable dibles, but now, it must be 
dished out to the aged. 
Why?? Admittedly, its cuisine is not the chief 
lament about Mills Memorial. Shortage of nurs- 
ing staff and doctors frustrated with a hospital 
that chooses pennies over people ought to send 
all of us marching to Victoria with three-letter 
signs..."Why??" 
For years, we've seen people demonstrating 
with signs saying "Save Our Trees", 
"Save the Spotted Owl", "Save Our 
Coyotes" and on and on. M/e conld learn a les- 
son from the diehards who've refused, over the 
years, to be placated with political bafflegab; 
who've stack to their guns and made themselves 
a royal pain in the nether egion to govermnents 
and, in some cases, us. Do we need signs 
saying "Save Our People"'? 
As Canadians, for decades we've prided our- 
selves on the quality of our hospital care. 
We've looked at the situation in the US and 
wondered how on earth the lives of human 
beings not only could be measured in dollars 
and cents, but could wind up on the short end of 
the measuring stick, 
Well, we don't have to look that far anymore. 
The bean counters may cash their payeheques in
satisfaction, knowing they're accomplishing 
what votes never could...an American system 
made in Canada. 
It's time we took our lead from our children... 
"r  .ocal launches f= st book 
Murdoch Robertson's new 
book, A Touch of Murder 
Now and Then, casts readers 
deep into the foibles of a 
small town's legal system. 
LOCAL LAWYER Mur- 
doch "Doch" Robertson 
awaits this month the 
release of his first full- 
length book, A Touch of 
Murder ~ow and Then, 
which describes the most 
bizarre criminal cases he's 
ever tried. 
Practicing law in Terrace 
since 1957, Robertson, 73, 
is one of the best known 
lawyers in the northwest. 
His book allows readers a 
glimpse into the human side 
of the legal system. 
"There are always fum~y 
parts in any trial," Robert- 
son said. "There's always 
some crazy nloment where 
something happens and 
gives you fits." 
When asked whether or 
not he ever laughed out loud 
in court, he said he couldli't 
unless the judge was gig- 
gling too. 
"But you would laugh 
like hell aflerl" he added. 
The 258-page novel is 
based on eleven true 
criminal cases Robertson 
tried - -  nine murder trials 
and two murder mans- 
laughter trials. 
Readers oon discover that 
practicing ill Terrace is 
never boring nor is it 
humorless. 
" I  know it's a funny 
book," Robertson said. 
" I f  something strikes me 
as funny, I don't mind shar- 
ing it as long as it doesn't 
destroy the clients con- 
fidentiality." 
Robertson started writing 
A Touch of Murder Now 
and Then while undergoing 
70 days of cancer treatment 
in a Vancouver hospital. 
He said his wife Marion 
urged Mm to write down all 
the fmmy tales he'd been 
telling guest over the years 
at the dimler table. 
It took Robertson about 
nine mouths total to write, 
research and polish the fin- 
ished product. 
"It has great insight into 
the criminal system and 
great insights into the minds 
of counsel." he said. 
" I  think it's a good read. 
It's a wimmr." 
Robertson is currently 
working on two other books 
A Perfect Case, which 
should be published by next 
spring, and The Tahltan. 
Robertson still practices 
law ill Terrace. Along with 
writing, wine making is an- 
other full-time hobby. 
The new book, A Touch of 
Murder Now and Then will 
be launched September 25 
at Misty River Books from 
2-4 p.m. 
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GREA-r READ: Longtime Terrace resident Murdoch Robertson is launching his 
new book September 25 at Misty River Books from 2-4 p.m, 
THE CAST of the play Eggheads includes Bradie Fladhamer, denna Viguers, 
Randi Laplante, Katy Morrison, Amy Mattern, Allison Knoedler, Ashley Lapiante, 
Christopher Watts, Shalane Crosson, Allison Bibby and Jonathan Orango, 
TLT day camp a success 
played games, made up skits and did a lot 
of improvisation. 
At the dress rehearsal, Obea Hart, 12, 
said the drama camp was cool. 
" I  like being able to play different 
characters," Hart said. 
He said everything about the camp was 
fun ~ including the time spent memorizing 
lines. 
And 'as for the big performance, Hart said 
he wasn't nervous a bit to perform in front 
of an audience full ofproad parents. 
" I t 's  easyt" he said. 
EIGHTY-FIVE Terrace youths performed 
plays iu this year's Summer Drama Days, a 
children's program mu by the Terrace 
Little Theatre. 
With help from camp directors Diandra 
Oliver, Teresa Fleming, Jeff Bolingbrook 
and Amber Cammish, students performed 
15-minute plays. 
"The kids have a blast," Oliver said. 
"They also get a lot of self-esteem by per- 
forming in front of each other attd all 
audience. 
As well as acti~..~...~l~ k hys, students 
Around Town 
Women 
needed 
for survey 
The Bread and Roses 
Women's Centre invites 
women ill Kitlmat aud Ter- 
race to participate hi a legal 
justice Survey. 
Share your experiences 
with the law and court sys- 
tem. Use our law library. 
For more Infonnation cell 
Joanna at 632-2020 or visit 
at 556 Mountainvtew 
Square, Kithnat. 
Rotary Club 
searches for 
participants 
wide search to find past 
particilranta in its ammai 
"Adventure In Citizenship 
Program." 
The Rotary club is plan- 
ning a 50th anniversary 
• gathering of 10,000 ad- 
venturers and their families. 
It will be held ill Ottawa 
August 4-7, 2000 as part of 
the millennial celebrations 
in tile Nations capital, 
If you are a fonner Ad- 
venturer, of kmow of one, 
please contact the Rotary 
Club of Ottawa, P,O. box 
9041, Ottawa ON KIG 3 
T8. Phone 613'241-6003 or 
e'ntail rotary@ottawa.cam, 
For additional details on the 
Rotary Milieatdul Advelt- 
lure program vtslt the web 
site ' at 
Grief 
support 
group 
The Terrace Hospice 
Society is offering a Grief 
The Rotary Club of Ot- 
tswa has launched a nation- Www.rotaryottawa,com. 
BOBBLE PHILLIPS, manager of the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Chamber of Commerce, admires the colourfully- 
painted totem pole that she would like to move out- 
side where tourists can appreciate it. 
Totem pole to 
move outside 
THE CHAMBER of Com- 
merce is laced with a totem 
pole crisis. 
Bobbie Phillips, nlanager 
of the Chamber, said she'd 
like to move a totem pole 
from inside the small A- 
Stevens through the Green- 
ville and New Aiyansh 
bands, but to no avail. 
She's had no luck finding 
anyone who could tell her 
what to do with the pole. 
"There's probably some 
frame to ouidoors; but she's sort of protocol involved. 
Support Croup for lndividu- unsure what custonls and We don't want to move it 
als and families who arc formalities arc involved in outside and get in trouble," 
struggling with 10ss, moving it. McGowan said. 
When you arc grieving it The fifteen-foot carving, Once the pole is moved 
can be lonely and frighten- which was sculpted by outside, slte said she would 
ing thne, howeve r it does Horace Stevens o f  Green' like to put up a plaque 
not have to be. Villa, was a gift given to tile noting its story. 
Ill joining with others who Chaniber ill tile late 70s, 'qt  would also bc nice to 
are grieving, you can find "A l l  we want io do is have a little cercmony when 
strength, comfort and sup' moVe it outsideso everyone wc move it,,' sheadded. 
port. You are not alone in eans~eit," Phillips Saidi "But wc need to find out 
your sadness. Please teach "It 's reaily beautiful." what the story Is first." 
out, People do care, Maria M'cG0wan~ tour- : I f  anyone can  help with 
If you are interested tn at- dinator o f  the Terrace any: information regarding 
tending thiS program plcasc Tourism Council, who protocol ~ or knows the 
call the Hospice Office at, shares the building, said whereabouts of Horace 
635-4811, she's tricd to track down StcVcnsceutact 635-2063. 
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ml 
CITY SCENE 
BAR SCENE: 
IGATORS: Back by popular demand 
is Just Kidding. On September 4, get 
ready for the Back to School Jungle 
Party. Prizes will be awarded to the 
Best dressed couple, best theme 
costume, and the sexiest costume. 
+ 
ABEASLEY'S MIX: Live entertain- 
ment with Brent Halfyard, the amaz- 
ing one-man band every Friday and Sat- 
urday night. Come drink martinis on 
Friday. 
. 
LIBRARY: 
programs are FREE. Please call the li- 
brary from more information at 638- 
8177, or pick up a flyer at the library. 
LIVE SHOW 
PRO WRESTLING: The Terrace 
Little Theatre in conjunction with 
Michelle Star, "Tornado" Tony 
Kozina, Moondog Manson, The Torch, 
Disco Fury and 3uggernaut. Also ap- 
pearing will be former WWF superstar 
Doink the Clown. Tickets are available 
at Uniglobe Courtesy travel and cost 
on display will consist of a variety of 
mediums, such oil, watercolor and 
acrylic paintings as well as pottery, pho- 
tography and fibre arts. 
,,tin YOUR BACKYARD: The Ter- 
race Art Gallery wants pictures of your 
backyard! On September 15, the gallery 
is hosting a travelling exhibition called 
ECCW/NWA presents Saturday, Sep- Strange Sites and quirky Gardens, 
tember 15 pro wrestlers Gorgeous featuring photographs of interesting 
$12. Tickets are also available at the 
door for $15. The wrestling matches 
will be held in the Caledonia Senior 
Street. 
Fans can meet the wrestlers at 11 p.m. 
at Gators Pub and Nightclub. 
AUntil Sept 12: SUMMER MEM- 
BER SHOW. Exhibition featuring 
artwork from local, regional and nation- 
al artists who are all members of the 
Terrace Art Association. The artwork 
ATtlE TERRACE PUBLIC LI- 
BRARY is holding a treasure hunt on 
the lnternet. The Cyber Hunt will be Secondary Gym at 3605 Munroe 
ongoing with weekly draws for prizes 
taking place every Friday. For details 
and the list of things to find go to the li- 
brary's website http://tpl.osg.net or 
phone 638-8177. Contestants are ART G A L L E R Y '  
limited to one entry only. 
AREGISTRATION for children's fall 
programs at the Terrace Public library 
will begin on Saturday, September 11 
at 10 a.m. in person only. All library 
gardens from around the world. In con- 
junction with this exhibit, the gallery 
would like to present its own photog- 
raphic tour of Terraee's gardens. If you 
have an interesting arden or know 
someone who does, take a picture and 
bring it in to the Terrace Art Gallery. 
For more information call the Terrace 
Art Gallery at 638-8884 or drop by to 
look at some examples in our "Quirky 
Gardens" book. Strange Sites and 
Quirky Gardens is a travelling exhibi- 
tion organized and circulated by the 
Surrey Art Gallery. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
r( P~ayi.g 
/September 2, 3, & 4 /99  
::/ q, /  --O'- 
'/Accl;lem a t irs 
L NorthwestCountry Rock At Its Best 
elerators 
l CDon't Drink & 1 ( Kitchen Open ~ 
, • Mon-Sun I /  Drive / /  . 
I:10.,FREE Cou esx I/  U. ntll 11pm 
m:[ Van will pick you up[.[ Enj;~.a.mea=or a 
it Join us at Georgesl J! 
....... • :: ~:: .+, ,~:::+,~,:,,,~::~::: .... We provide opportunities for chil- mall and visit the Reading Tent! It's 
7, ,~ ....... 
i~i i-i:i!(' :
!~,ii~ii ~!1%!i,i/ 
!.:: : :: l : :~ /~ '& CO fiference:Cbntre:,~ :.:!'.: :: * : 
Christopher Young 
¢ 
Baby's N,'une: 
Emma Danlelle OUver 
Date & Time or Birth: 
Aug8, 1999 at 11:47 pJh. 
Welghl: 7 lbs 6 or. Sex: Female 
Rwents: Erin Oliver 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Asia Carol Barbara Milton 
Date & Tune of atrth: 
August 10, 1999 at 9:17 ~.m, 
Weight: 5 Ibs, 5 oz. Sex: Fern',de 
Parents: Misty Grc~n & 
Sam Milton 5n 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
CassaMra Al~sa Amber li~ms 
ITate & 'rune of Birth: 
Allgust 10, 1999 at 1:36 p.m, 
Weight: 8 lbs 4 oz; Sex: Female 
Parents: Lawrence & Nancy II~ms 
Get A 
Free  
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
C;unron I~ker Michael John Patrick 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
July 30, 1999 at 9:53 a.m. August 12,1')99 at 4:47 a.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs 5 'A oz. Sex: Male  V/eight: 7 Ibs I oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: "Karen Wa~yandJ & Parents: Mike & Teresa WraJght 
Older Sisters I~tte &Debor'~ 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Dawson Edward Ile~s 
Date & Time of Birth: 
August 14, ltY)9 at i:43 ~m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Ed & Di~e Iless 
Baby's Name: 
Sydnl Palge Loule 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug 15, 1999 at 7:16 a.m. 
Weight: 9 lbs. 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Curtis Loule & Yam It=tray 
Baby's Name: 
Tal~ha Edckson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Augur 15, 1999 at 5:37 p,m, 
Weight: 8 Ibs, 10oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: C~u-de-Lee F.rickson 
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service aesk for more Information 
  0verwaltea 
own z l.]zqie t
dren who would not otherwise be International Literacy Day on Sep- 
able to attend summer camp. Sub- tember 8, and young children can 
sidization available from B.C. Hydro enjoy listening to stories while sit- 
and Vancouver Children's Fund. ring in a tent. The storytime is free 
For an app cation+ca Jeffat 635 - and it will be for 10-15 minutes in 
3259. For more info e-mail camp during. The event is sponsored by 
phoenic@bcyp.bc.ca. 
Wednesday, September 1 
POETRY CONTEST: Teens ages 
12-18 are invited to submit poetry 
to the Terrace Public Library's 2nd 
annual poetry contest. Deadline for 
entry submissions September 1, 
1999. Win cash prizes. First prize is 
$100; second prize is $75; third 
prize is $50. Contest details are 
available at the library. For more in- 
formation call Holly at 638-8177. 
Thursday, September 2 
HEART TO HEART fall planning 
session for speakers and facili- 
tators only at the Public Health 
the Family Literacy Network. The 
tent will be set up in front of North- 
ern Drugs from 3-5 p,m. For more 
info call the library at 638-8177. 
SCOUTS CANADA REGISTRA- 
TION for Beaver Cub Scouts, Ven- 
tures, Leaders, parents and 
volunteers from 7-8 p.m. at E.T. 
Kenny Primary School. For more 
info call Kim at 635-5856 or 
Charles 635-6251. 
Thursday, September 9 
HEART TO HEART fall session: 
Cardiac education and support for 
patients and spouses starting Sept. 
9 from 7-9 p.m. Thursdays. Call 
#1 CFL B.C. DONS TAKE 
ON THE MONTREAL 
ALOUETTES 
MARTINI MADNESS 
WACKY WINGS SPECIAL 
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Please call 638-8464 to register. • ~1 
638-846¢ if you are unable to at- 
/ 
tend. Friday, September 10 
CASARA: All member are en- 
Saturday, September 4 couraged to attend an urgent meet- 
MUSIC CONTEST: The Skeena ing at the Skeena Health Unit 
Valley Fall Fair will also have a Auditorium at 7 p.m. 
music contest for bluegrass, coun- 
try, CeitJc and gospel musicians. BC BLUEGRASS ASS. AGM AND 
There will be eight divisions to corn- MUSIC WEEKEND: held in Prince 
pete in with cash prizes for first George this year, and will be ac- 
place finishers, and trophies to the companied by a lively weekend of 
rest. There will be an entry fee of Bluegrass entertainment by bands 
$5 per individual category and $10 for all corners of the province. 
for each band category. To register Everyone with an interest in 
contact Erie Crawford 635-9037, or Bluegrass is welcome to attend nature areuninhibifed, . . . . . . . . . . .  LI  
Patricia St. Thomas 635-7779. 
GIANT GARAGE SALE in the 
Safeway Parking lot from 8 a.m. to 
12 noon. Take advantage of this 
opportunity to get rid of unwanted 
things before winter. Rent a parking 
stall for $10 or donate to the 
Safeway Employee Charity Drive, 
Space will be limited. Call 635-7206 
for more information. 
Sunday, September 5 
CHARITY BINGO at the Kin Hut. 
Doom open at noon and close at 5 
p.m. Concession. Proceeds go the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation, 
Safeway,s charity of choice. 
Tuesday, September 7 
POT LUCK: The Legion Ladies pot 
luck supper starts at 6 p.m. and the 
regular meeting begins at 7:30 p.m. 
Bring a prospective member as a 
guest. For more info call 635-2158. 
Wednesday, September 8 
TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY will 
be holding a draw for International 
Literacy Day. Check out a book at 
the library and enter your name in 
the draw for one of the many prizes 
we will be giving away. Prizes in. 
clude books, T-shirts, gift certifi. 
cates and much morel If you don,t 
(bring an instrument for jamming) 
The weekend kicks off with music 
at 5 p.m, Friday, Sept. 10 and runs 
until Sunday afternoon with the 
meeting at 1 p.m. on Saturday and 
a potluck dinner at 6 p.m. on Satur- 
day. There will be a concession as 
well. the $5 daily admission in- 
cludes door prizes. All e~ents held 
at the  Hart community Centre , 
4900 Austin Road. For more info 
call Beth 563-7160 or Richard 699- 
8697. 
Saturday, September 11 
FALL FAIR AND TRADE SHOW is 
held at 12 noon at the Kisplox Val- 
ley Rodeo Grounds, featuring a flea 
market (to get a table call Belinda 
842-6784), trade show tables for 
small businesses (call Alice 842- 
5338), the Simon Gunanoot race - 
a 5 person run, bike, canoe and 
ride (call Rilla 842-5235), judged 
harvest, canning and craft fair 
(entry form available call 842- 
5338), auctionl kids games, 5kin 
open race, food fair and a free fam- 
ily dance. 
CASARA: All members are re- 
quested to attend a meeting at the 
Skeena Health Unit Auditorium at 
10 a.m; It's urgent. 
d While adults usually recognize the need for sanitary I 
ures, many young children tend to overlook basic practices| :| 
such as hand washing. The risk of your child being exposed to| :~1 
any number o[ illnesses is very real. 
Parental choices are to wait [or sickness and treat with drugs 
ta suppress ymptoms, iso ate their children, or act now tll I 
bui d optimum resistance to illness. 
Proper nutrition is a key factor in strengthen npl the immun :::: 
system. Our children's diets often include loo much sugar andl m 
fat, while falling short of vitamins C, E, and B camp ex. | | 
Even i[ the c]iet at home is wholesome, outside influences|/| 
and choices abound. Thus it is important to support Iheir bod-I I 
ies nutritionally with herbs and supplements. / !  
, ,..TI~I.E SOLUTION: Feed a varlety of fresh foods to he p yeurl :1 
J I c/fiild get a variely af nutrients. Be sure to wash or peel fruitsm I 
I end vegetables ifyou haven't access to organic produce Rawl I 
i i  foods are beneficial. Avoid sugar and white flour. I 
!!!11 forL°°kchildren.f°r fi e nutritional supplements formulated especially Iil 
Exercise will stimulate the immune syslem. Train your chil 
dren in basic sanitary practices to offer them additionci 
rolection. 
:~: Remember,  heahhy body learns, plays, and feels belted #~ 
rFo r information,  a consultation or to 
purchase herbal  nutrit ion products 
at  wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Shelley Coxen, Barbara Emery, 
Sid & Therese Ross, Kelly Hosein & Debra 
Cervo, John & Barb Heighington, Darcie 
Annesley, Maureen Gent, Bruno Belanger & 
Krista Bottyan. 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638-I 541 
Fax: (250)635-I 505 
EMAIL: bruno@kermode.net 
One ~Person at a ~u~ 
i i i  I I  I i i i  i i i  i i i  i ' "  i l l  1 i " ' ' " : :~  
I I i 
iGrads earn B.C.: scholarships 
; SE .VEN CALEDONIA Senior Secondary School graduates Score- 604]; Eaglish 12 [Standard Ministry Score ' 6441; 
: re~ved Province of B.C. scholarships valued at $1,000 Geology 12 [Standard Ministry Score , 665]; Eligible 
~cn.  
: To receive a Province of B.C. scholarship, the successful 
recipients must have an Eligible Standard Ministry Score 
Total of 1,700 or higher from their three best Scholarship 
Scores. The successful students arc: 
Brett Downle - -  Biology 12 [Standard Ministry Score - 
"536]; English 12 [Standard Ministry Score - 561]; l-Iistory 
112 [Standard Ministry Score - 613]; Eligible Standard 
Ministry Score Total is 1,710 
Meghan Dusdal - -  Biology 12 [Standard Mhdstry 
:Score - 630]; Chemistry 12 [Standard Mi~dstry Score - 
;583]; Geography 12 [Standard Ministry Score - 657]; 
;Eligible Standard Ministry Score Total is 1,870 
: Krlstlne Francis - -  Francais Langue 12 [Standard Min- 
: istry Score. 591]; Geographyl2 [Standard Ministry Score 
;- 677]; History 12 [Standard Mhfistry Score - 607]; 
'. Eligible Standard Ministry Score Total is 1,875 
Nathan Freeman - -  Chemistry 12 [Standard Ministry 
t 
• Cal graduates 
• . rece ive  honours  
" s tand ing  
iEIGHTY-F1VE Caledonia Lamb, Patrick Leve~que, 
:Graduates satisfied Gradu- 
ation Requirements with 
~Honours Stauding. 
: They are: Keira Almas, 
;David Andersen, Kuldip 
'Atwal, Angela Beaupre, 
.William Bennett, Corisa 
:Berlin, Chris Bettencourt, 
~Jeffrey Boliagbroke, David 
:Boomer, Andrew Clark, 
• :Slacey Clark, Andrew 
:Cooper, Kristen Davis, 
:Robert Demis, Brett 
:Downie, Meghan Dusdal, 
.Carlene Erickson, Kevin 
:Erickson, B.J. Estes, Rona 
i Fajardo, Michelle Fawdrey, i; ~t ',phan ie Fladhamer, 
.Cynthia Foekcr, Krlstine 
:Francis, Nathan Freeman, 
:Steveu Gervais, Kevin Gil- 
:landers, Deepiuder Grewal, 
:Melissa Han~uis, Craig 
iHansen, Pamela Hauglaud, 
• Patrick Hayes, Michael 
:Hovanes, Leanna Huisman, 
:Pedro lsidoro, Stepha~fie 
:Jaeobs, Renee Jeanson, 
:Nicolas Kim~ey, Aaron 
-'Klein, Carol Kozier, Braden 
,-..~.- L~; . . . .  . , . : .  
Erica Lloyd, Jeremy Mahon, 
Melanie biahon, 
Christopher Mantel, 
Elizabeth Marsh, Jesse 
McCloskey, Angela McRae, 
Heath Morgan, Keary Mur- 
phy, Greg Narzt, Nathan 
Northridge, Claire O'Neill, 
Joshua Okimi, Susan 
Pannar, Anna Partel, David 
Peltier, Audrea Pereversoff, 
Amanda Phillips, Melanie 
Pollock, Melanie Ramsey, 
Scott Rifler, Nicole 
Rosentreter, lIeidi 
Ruchotzke, Donella 
Ruudell, Paula Sampson, 
Birke Schemmerling, Tracy 
Shelford, Christopher Sim- 
mons, Jonathon Sinunons, 
Brezma Smith, Lindsay 
Smith, Reann Sousa, Randi 
Sparks, Tamara Sweet, 
Daniel Talstra, Elizabeth 
Taron, Darryl Todd, Corey 
Trogi, Alaua Urbanoski, 
Michael Vcndittclli, Ryan 
Viveiros, Jason Von I n -  
ncrebner ,  Erin Wilson, and 
David Wittkowski. 
Standard Ministry Scorn Total is 1,913 
Joshua OIdmi - -  Chemistry 12 [Standard Ministry 
Score - 669]; Physics 12 [Standard Ministry Score - 629]; 
Principles of Mathematics 12 [Standard Ministry Score - 
714]; Eligible Standard Ministry Score Total is 2,012 
Melnnie Pollock ~ Biology 12 [Standard Ministry 
Score - 595]; English 12 [Standard Ministry Score - 626]; 
English Literature 12 [Standard Ministry Score - 676]; 
Eligible Standard Ministry Score Total is 1,897 
Christopher Simmons ~ Biology 12 [Standard Minis- 
try Score, 624]; Chemistry 12 [Standard Ministry Score - 
565]; Principles of Mathematics i2  [Standard Ministry 
Score - 590]; Eligible Standard Ministry Score Total is 
1,779 
• The recipient of the Governor-General's Academic 
Medal is Meghan Dnsdal, who achieved the highest aver- 
age per centage in all Grade Eleven and Grade Twelve 
courses that she took a! Caledonia School. 
[] Cool bookworm! 
Wormsworth the bookworm awarded youngsters 
like Amanjut Gill, 9, for participating in the Terrace 
Public library's summer reading program. Gill 
read more than 10 books over the holidays. More 
than 400 Terrace children and teenagers joined 
the reading program this summer. 
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Have A Hoot At Hanky's 
BACK TO SCHOOL WEEKEND 
me for the kinds-- to 
o back to school! 
Celebrate their- 
turn with a par ty  
at Hanky's. 
Located in the Coast 
Inn of The West 
/ m 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
SEPTEMBER 1999 PALACE SEPTEMBER 1999 
=" /~-P_0verty ~ "r~,,, .  
0rder 0l Royal N~'a Tri~i C0ord 
To  
N0rt~ I"ara~ 
BuPdey/Skeena Be~Pr0tective K~netteClubof N~'aT~Council 
n R~. Order olEOs#425 Terrace Ten'ace Lo¢l 
U:r~ C~¢f 
T~rrace Oma~m 
T ~  
~T-4- -~- -~~~T~ 17T--'" 18 T=. ' "  ~Clt~ Saak 
]~omhill Jun~ Terrace Parap leg ic~ ! ~  p~detG~up ~detS0~ c~ 
P~nl~ Minor Baseball N0~,ea R0yal~ . . . . . . . . .  ~der~m~s'¢  
are nl.Mw~y . . . .  Bul!dey/Skeena Legit#t3 I Te~ceM~ I N~al~ta~l -  
~oun~l Assoclazlon ~= J S~Z~ I Terracel0¢al TerraceYou~So~r 
Secondanj Sd~ol Minor . . . .  
PatentC0~ Hockey ~u~tS~ ]~=.~ %Rol l  "~a~e~ce~COsa" PkCE.~ Tm~S~ing~ Association Reg~ 
26 
S~era,btx 
Sam~ySt,~ 
Pa~ 
"2-7 - 
Tenace 
Mnor 
Ho~y 
Assodakn 
28c~ . 29 ~ ,an T~ 
Par~eg~ S~mC~b OotOSoday 
/k~s0c~J~ t tlrs~a 
I~lk~t~eem Stems ~tamh~ F-m Naim~s 
g~ O~ Women'sCoud 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:O0 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
~0n,  Terrace 635-2411 
 Petland 
Swing  
for o 
"Club PeJ 
Sept 4 
Become a member today. 
Free 2yr  membership with 
any  purchase. 
(a $14 .99  va lue)  . 
Club Pet members receive 
25%tt 
regular priced items in the store 
including animals. 
No ~r -d  
Rainchecks I"'P 
HAGEN 
HOURS: 
Mon-Thurs 10-6 
Fri 10-9 
Sat 10-6 
Sun 12-5 
® 
F ine  Qua l i ty  
P roducts  
63S.  1 600  
Keith Ave Mal l  
4706 Keith Ave.  
mybc.com/ye l lowpages  
Click here for news, sports, entertainment, weather, business and personal, listings [ ~  
throughout ac and much more.,, BC TEL YELLOW PAGES" THE ULTIMATE SOURCE TM 
TM 
t 
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Fr iends  invited to 
celebrate anniversary,.o.o. ,.,,,, REAL E STATE 
of Terrace Bill and Nonna 
HAPPY COUPLE: Bill and Norma Bennett will be 
having a party September 11 at the Happy Gang 
Centre to celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary. 
..... ~.......V :!:; ~:!!: :  !!~ : :::::!:i~i:ii ~: ~;;~!:!~i~!~:.., ~ 
Cedars Motel with access on Highway ,o. 
Contains 22 units, several units offer ~ncnen 
facilities. Some upgrading has been done. 
Good potential for a family operation. 
Call Laurie or Shaunce a t ~  
'~ i  P ,~, /~l~of  Ter race  
638-1400 
Ouz  [ancJing / r'ni  / rn:n:l VI I1~/1 ~1 . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  i~!,i~:.i~i~i : :~":': ~:: ~":: ~:i~:~ii~i I 
congratulates 
1 Love i~,i,~ 
O~ .... "~ " :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
"Outs tand ing  
Ach ievement"  ~ ~ 
for the month of July. In recognition of this 
accomplishment, Sheila is pleased to make 
this month's donation to the Canadian 
Cancer Society. 
* L 
Bcunett arc celebrating their 
60th wedding anuiversary 
l |ext  nlol l th.  
Bill and Nonna it|rite all 
their long-standing friends 
to their spccial anniversary 
celebration. 
An opcn house will bc 
hcld oil Saturday, Septem- 
ber 11 from 2 to 5 p.m. at 
the Terrace Happy Gang 
Centre (3226 Ka lum Ave- 
flue.) 
The Benaetts look forward 
to friends droppi.g in to 
grect thcm and share a pot 
of tea on this wonderful oc- 
casion. 
No gifts please! 
*Homeowners :..~4~.:'~ 
*Condos ~.. ~,~:~:!:;i:~ 
*Boat *Aircraft ~.":,~*~.:.~'~,,ii.:!~i"ili'~.. 
x J ';~ ":" ( %" "~: 
• *Travel Medical  ,.~ ~.~...~. ":; 
*Bondin.cl *Tenant '~ . . .  "'i'i~':. ...... ,. '! .~?:."" J~  i. *Commercial "Mobile Homes . "~ .~ "~! .  t. !~i! 
*Logging Trucks & Equipment ..... " .. 
Monthly Payment Plans Available ~ , ,~,i!~[:, 
"Quahty  Insurance  ":~ ............ 
That  Pays!"  ~:~ :~:~ ::' 
OR ~ ~ A division of Terrace & District Credit Union 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
Only Century 21 offers 
AirMiles travel miles to 
you, our valued 
customers 
3227 Kaluln Street, Terrace 
635-6361 
email: century2 lw&s@kermode.net 
Independantly Owned & Operated 
635-6688 
635-5619 
Kennedy 
635-3042 
Corimm 
Morhart 
635-5338 
i 
Rusty 
Ljnngh 
635-5754 
Steve 
Butler 
635-5338 
i Bert 
Ljnngh 
635-5754 
Large Home, Large Yard 
$146,000 MLS 
Affordable Comfort 
$151,500 MLS 
Pri~acy0nAemgo, Minu~fi'0mDmntown Quality, Quality, Quality! 
$223,000 MLS $214,900 MLS 
Clom to High School Just Move In! 
$159,000 MLS $157,900 MLS 
Home & Shop in Town 
$189,500 MLS 
Revenue Suite 
$159,900 MLS 
................ ~ ~ • ~. ."" ~ 
. . . . . . .  .;....;~; :,
Quiet Location Spacious Semi-View Home 
$154,500 MLS $164,900 MLS 
Top Location Comfortable & Affordable Country Rancher with Acreage $5200 Cash Back 
$103,0g0 MLS . . $134,000 MLS $145,000 ML8 $64,900 MLS . 
,,-,.4; . . . . . . . . .  
Family Home on the Bench Great Location A True Charmer Affordable Three Bedroom 
$120,000 MLS $114,500 MLS $154,900 MLS . $79,900 MLS 
Zone- Commercial Vendors Want this Home SOLD!! '~ade a Car for a House Great For The Gardener 
$108,000 MLS $104,900 MLS $24,500 MLS $109,000 MLS 
Add Your Own Touch 
$9S,500 MLS 
Cozy Home on a Large Lot 
$89,500 MLS 
i ................... .: ..::> :::":~:*::: i"!~i:.i~i!::.. 
I 
Green Thumb? 
$89,000 MLS 
How 
are 
we 
doing?. 
When we fizll short of 
does not seem to reflect 
fairly what was said, let 
our editors know, 
IPT)en we are unable to 
solve your complaint, we 
etlcourage ),ou to sllbmlt 
it to the: 
13.C Press Counca 
90(#!281 W. Georgia St. 
Vancouver B. C. V6E 3J7 
7bl/Fax (604) 683-25 71 
The B.C. Press 
Counc i l  was  created 
in 1983 as an  
independent  rev iew 
board  to protect  the 
pub l i c  f rom press  
inaccuracy  or  
un fa i rness  and  to 
promote  qua l i ty  
journa l i sm.  
/dULTIPLE LIST NG SER~E ~' 
Hobby Farm in Town 
$169,900 MLS#21480 
.~f~ i:~ ~1 
3 bdrnm, 2 baths homo 
$117,500 MLS 
5 bdrms,2 botha, 3200 sq.R. 
$174,g00 ML8#14651 
AVAILABLE 
Excellent 3 bdrm homo with shop 3 hdrm chalet style log home 
$88,400 MLS#22405 $154,900 MLS#1{1~34 
2 acres Riverfront, ready to build 
$79,900 MLS#21469 
~ . ~ : ~ ~ "  A.~.',;. , .,~.~? : i [~ .  ' ' .  
5 bedrooms, 2 NO firep]ooes 
$1541900 MLS#17864 
3 bdrms, 2bath, shed 
$84,g00 MLS#204~,5 
Exec, home, attached shop 
$290,000 I~LS# 18908 
Good Starter, large lot 
$69,900 MLS#16507 
.... 21111:~t:::x 
• .ii!..:~2~ii:.ili:.~:ii~;~.i~i 2 ilil; iii:.ii:.iiii~i:::[i]:::.i 
~::iiii!i!!::i:i!i:!i:i:iiiiii::!iiiii;! 
Worry.free living, 3 hdrm strata 
$99,900 MLS#20424 
Quiet location, 3bdrm starter, 2 baths 
$59,900 MLS#20423 
/R 
Katherine Hicks 
9ales ~mclate 
I sT TERRACE REALTY An independanfly awned and operated member ofColdwdl Banker affiliates of Canada 
,R 
Lillian Cook 
Cuslomer Service 
3 bdrm, barn/corrals 
$139,000 ML8#26873 
2 LARGE 
LOTS 
s44,900 MLs 
2220 sq.tL, 4 bdrm 
$157,900 ML8#19491 
[/ 
Joe Pyrezak 
Commercial 
4000 S.F. Good Exposure. 
Offers 
1700 S.F. Across From 
Co-Op 
Industrial 
951 S.F. $715 per me 
1,73,5 S.F. $1196 per rno 
7,450 S.F. $3970 per me 
5,4oo S.F. $8.75 PSF 
Office 
~ e  Office with pr!vate 
washroom, reception area, air 
conditioning. 500 SF 
$500 per mo 
Property Management 
Are you moving from town and 
your house hasn't sold? Let me 
nnd you a renter and manage it 
for you. 
Call Steve Cook  at 638- 
0371 or 638-7144 After 
hours, 
] 
i I I t YES. We are ready, willing and able to deal with ALL of your real 4BdrmH°meSHome & Apartments$750 
o t o = | to estate needs in a professonal, caring manner GUAUNTEED. Walk Downtown $700 Luxury 2 bedroom apt with 2 
baths, 3 appliances, gas 
. fireplace, private balcony and 
~14200- - - - -S .F .  Downtown 9.50 
I PSF Net 
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Consider the convenience oflooking at real estate in another city the very moment you decide 
t o y i n g ?  V i s i t  u s  F i r s t !  lomove. You can search for properties by area, type, price, number of bedrooms and bath- ~ ~  ~ 
U S  
rooms. Once your choice is made a local REALTOR will arrangs viewings for you. 
Find your new home by visiting o~r online Multiple Listing Service ® at hltp://www.rnls.ca "~~ ~,~o 
I 
- II n . . . . .  
6 3 5 - 2 4 0 4  
ROYAL LEPAGE 102-4644 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
IIIIlllllllll www.r0yallepage.ca 
Terrace m©m. 
Independently Owned and Operated ~ ~ "'htt,,.// . . . .  /~ .o  m http. ' / /www.ml$,  ca 
5 yr old 2 story home with 3 
bedrooms and 3 baths in a 
prime bench location• Fa~ 
room off the kitcheq 
ceilings in dining ~ d 
room, central vac /#~e?v~:  g 
unf inished Listed bs~feady]  t~ 
develop. $176,9 
HOMES 
• New Home ] 
Spactous split-level home I
with large lot backing onto l 
greenspace, p, 3 I 
baths, ~ ~ i l l  liv-J 
ing, d i n i n g !  l Gasl 
r,-- Oa,: /Ifam.l 
room off   c /Iastedl 
MLS S219,90%i~ / ] 
....... : ,: ';:;i:::: . 2/:. :;: ::i:': 
:" ! : : i : !  : ; i i  ) I ! :Z I  
3151 Solomon Way 
Country Living at an afford- 
able price. New full bsmt 
home on 2 acres ready to 
develop to your personal 
needs. $157,500. MLS# 
24909. 
~f,(l~aiLa~ger :.. : Ly.n.da Boyce Lisa Godlinski Raja Sandhu Liane Habermann 
'635-4773 ~ 635-0229 (ce) 635-4950 635-1976 638-8544 635-4095 
6 3 5 - 2 4 0 4  
ROYAL LEPAGE Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
l IIIIIII III!1 ! l~ J~ www.royallepage.ca 
Terrace ~.~=~=.~.~ 
Independently Owned and Operated ~ ~ i '  ht ln . / , '~t~r~l~ ~ !1  ht lp : / /www.m/$ ,  ca  
$187,000 MLS 25318 $149,500 MLS 25888 $29,000 MLS 24237 $73,500 MLS 17685 
I ........ . . . : . :  
$209,900 MLS 1240 $149,900 MLS 14258 $141,900 MLS 19490 $109,900 MLS 24418 
249~900 MLS26874 ;64,900 MLS 13935 9,900 MLS 23038 149,000 MLS 19370 
.... !:i ,, ~,~ :~" ~~"~" ~!i ........ ~ ! ~ ~ i l i ~  
~ ~  i ~ ..-..!~.~s::: ~ N  
$79,500 NLS18875 ,129,900 MLS26892 $168,300MLS14309 $135,000 MLS26218 
.~ , ........... .... ~ i  ........... "~:~ '~ ................. : 
$109,000 MLS 26258 $165,000 MLS 22161 MLS 26875 $115,500 MLS 26586 
$199,000 MLS 262165167,000 MLS 14747 $199,900 MLS 10471 $79,500 MLS 24053 
Erika Longer Lyndo goyce Lisa Godlinski Diana Wood Rajo Sandhu Liane Hobermann 
635-4773 "; " 635-0229 (cell) 635-4950 635-1976 638-8544 635-4095 
638-1400 
4654 Lazelle Avenue 
www.remax-terrace.com 
// 
J ohn  Evans 
638-8882 
13 yrs. Exp. 
Convenience of the City 
Charm of the Country 
6.22 Acres 
$234,900 MLS 
Shaunee 
Kruisselbr ink 
635-5382 
3 Bedreoms/Full Basement 
22 x30 Shop 
,Secluded 2.2 Acre Lot 
$134,900 MLS 
Laurie Forbes 
638-5382 
19 yrs. Exp. 
Trusood Reef 
1,200 Square Foot Home 
On .34 Acres 
$104,N)0 MLS 
New Listing In Town 
Spacious Home 
Detached Shop 
$199,900 MLS 
QuietArea 
Good Condition 
Large Lot 
$89,900 MLS 
1.7 Acres Immaculate ltome 
:!::ii~! :..... : 
Dick Evans 
635-7068 
20 yrs. Exp. 
4i~.: :, < . . . . . . .  
A Great Start 
Like New Condition Fully Finished Basement Sheila Love 
Near Schools Double Garage 635-3004 
$89,900 MLS $199,900 MLS 7 yrs. zxp. 
 venueSu I °meWithSh°p omeOn2Ac s I C ae0rill 
Bench Location Private Area Private Setting Equipped - Updated 
Needs Work Coppersidc Estates Creek Thru Property Owners Accommodation 
$118,900 blLS $109,900 MLS $124,900 MLS $185,000 MLS 
View Property 
Older Home 
$225,001} MLS 
1 Acre 
In Town 
C-I Zoning 
$200,000 MLS 
Great Location 3 Bedrooms Each Suzanne 
Immaculate Condition Revenue Property Gleason 
638-8198 $159,900 MLS $209,900 MLS lO yrs. Exp. 
. . . . . .  .~..,~ ....... . ;i~ ~ 
Well Maintained Large Family Home 4 Bedrooms 
Quiet Area 6 Bedrooms Natural Gas Fireplace 
1.340 Square Feet Close to Uplands School Shop 
$182,500 MLS $225,000 MLS $123.000 MLS 
Well Maintainc<l Great Starter/Family Home 
4 Bedroom Home No.Thru Street 
Close to qbwn Full Basement 
$119,900 MLS $114,900 MLS 
Reduced 
Fully Finished 
Double Garage 
$149,900 MLS 
Private Back Yard 
Convenient Location 
3 Bedrooms 
$99,900 MLS 
094 Acre Beautifully Landscaped Country Retreat 
Updated 5 Bedroom Home 14 Acres With View Hans  Stach 
Zoned for Home Based Business 2 Storey Full Basement 635-5739 
$129,900 ML8 $158,500 MLS 12 yrs. Exp. 
3 Level Split ÷ 1/2 Basement Exceptional 11/2 Storey Log flame 
5 B~rooms/2 Bathrooms Private & ~eed Setting 
Conveniently Located Many Unique Features 
$152,500 MLS S185,900 MLS j 
3 Bdrm Starter flame 
Heat & Insulated 18'x24' Shop 
80'x200' Lot 
$S9,500 MLS 
• ~:~ z • .-.... . I 
..... ~:,. "~;L~ ' ' ..:.~...,: . : : 
Commercial 
Downtown 
198'xi15' Lot 
$104,900 MLS 
Quick Possession 
Year Round Living 
IA Acres On Waterfront 
$395,000 MLS 
3 Bedrooms 
Great Location 
Close to All Amenities 
$98,500 MLS 
The Real Estate Leaders 
m~ 
Immaculate- 2+I Bedroom 
Park Like Lot w/Garden 
Double Garage w/Workshop 
$124,500 MLS 
3 Bdrm on 2 Acres 
Overhead Trusses. Vinyl Siding 
24'x19' Shop 
$109,500 MLS 
Traditional Colonial - Westridge 
Estate, 4Ixlrm & den. Bonus 
room over dbl garage 
$219,500 MLS 
4 Bedrooms/In-Law Suite 
Wrap Around Deck 
4 Appliances 
$195,000 MLS 
11 Acres with Mountain Views [Family Home In The Ilorsehce 
NG & Hydro Available I 1,413 Square Feet 
500' Drilled Well 4 Bedrooms/2 Bathrooms 
$77,000 MLS $142,500 MLS 
} VIv Steele I aid Up Sewer System 
635-6905 0.21 Acres 
I yr. Exp. $79,000 MLS 
3 Bedrooms/2 Bathrooms 
Full Basement 
$55,900 MLS 
Cheaper Than Rent 
Includes Pellet Stove 
Thomhill 
$15,5oo MLS 
',-.3 Acres On '['he Bench 
4 Bedroom Character llome 
Wrap Arou nd Deck w/flat 'lAb 
$229,900 MLS 
Clean & Neat 3 Bedrooms 
5.11 Acres Family Special 
Gordon 3 Bedrooms/2 Baths Located in Horseshoe 
Olson Near New Fenced & l,andscaped 
638-1945 
19 yrs. Exp. $158,000 MLS $149,900 MLS 
3 Bedroom Mobile 3 Bedrooms Private Acreage 
Quiet Park New Home 26'x36' Shop 
Storage Shed/Green llouse Quiet Subdivision Large Open Kitchen 
$15,900 MLS $179,000 MLS $169,900 blLS 
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ELLEN BENTHAM is the president of this year's 29th 
annual Skeena Valley Fall Fair. 
Message from the president of 
the 29th Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
I would like to take this opportunity to and see the children show ihe animais On the grounds there are the hea'~y ~ 
invite everyone to come visit us at our 
29th Fall Fair. 
We have tried to include something 
for everyone, no matter what their inter- 
ests. 
For the children there are all the ex- 
hibits in the hall, from weird vegetable 
creations to collages and mobiles. 
On the grounds, there is face painting, 
a pet parade, a gymkhana nd numerous 
animals from the smallest bunny to the 
hugest horses. 
For the ladies, there are displays of 
baking and crafts in the hall. The dis- 
play of handmade quilts is a great at- 
traction. 
Outside there are various booths dis- 
playing new and unusual merchandise. 
They can also check out the 4-H area 
they have raised and nurtured. 
Don't forget all the events in the horse 
rings. 
For  the men, they can compare the 
If you are Mterested in seeing 
the Fair continue and grow, ! in- 
vite you to get involved, become 
a member and contribute your 
talents. 
fruits and vegetables entered and see if 
they agree with the judge, or check the 
beer and wine entries. 
The photographic display is also popu- 
lar. 
equipment and car displays. 
And on Sunday, there are the Logger 
Sports with competitors from all over 
the world. 
For anyone and everyone there will be 
entertainment i  the big tent, food for 
all tastes and the Heavy Horse Pull Sat- 
urday evening and Sunday afternoon. 
Next year will be our 30th Fall Fair. If 
you are interested in seeing the Fair 
continue and grow, I invite you to get 
involved, become a member and con- 
tribute your talents. 
A small group of hard workers has 
presented the Fair this year, and I thank 
them for their dedication. 
I hope to see you at the Fair. 
Ellen Bentham, president 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
SIKEEN FALL  lliR '% j i !  ;i ~ ~,, I#~%~:~ , :~  ~, : , ~ A  U .......... ~,:~;~ . . . .  ~ ~:~:~ i~i~i~ ~ :~ ~u~  ~,:~ ~liiio 
/~  " , t ,~'  t / 3~, ,  X 
n lK I ImlMA VAL I . IY  P,~II~IB A I IBO~: IA ' I ' IO IN  
I~1 .11  ~ l l , i{ I  i [  .11  , i  I 
)~ 
r PROGRAM OF EVENTS 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1999 
9:00 a.m. Terrace Fall Horse Show - Dressage 
8:00 p.m. 4-H Stall Judging 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,1999 
9:00 a.m. Terrace Fall Horse Show (Open) 
10:00 a.m. 4-H Sheep Showmanship 
4-H Sheep Achievement 
Open Sheep to Follow 
12:00 p.m. 4-H Rabbit Showmanship (insheep ring) 
4-H Rabbit Achievement 
12:00 p.m. Musical Ride (4H members and associates) 
h00 p.m. Exhibit Hall To Open (Concession Open) 
t:00p.m. 4-H Poultry Showmanship 
:,4-H Poultry Ac~evernent : . ;:~ 
2:00 p.m. OFFICIAL OPENING of Fall Fair 
Thomhill Community Grounds In Big Tent 
3:30 p.m. 4-H Beef Showmanship 
4-H Beef Achievement 
Open Beef Classes to follow 4-H 
6:00 p.m. Heavy Horse Event- Single Horse Pull 
8:00 p;m. Exhibits closed for the day 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1999 
9:30 a.m. Totem Saddle Club Annual Gymkhana 
10:00 a.m. Logger's Sports Commence 
Exhibit Hall Open (Concession Open) 
Open Dairy Goat Show 
4-H Horse Achievement 
12:00 p.m. Parade of Champions 
3:00 p,m, Heavy Horse Event- Team Pull 
3:00 p.m. Cow Patty Bingo (in Beef Ring) 
4:00 p,m, Exhibit Hall closed till 4:30 p,m. (to prepare exhibits for 
pickup) 
4:30 p.m. Exhibits may be picked up 
Presentation f Trophies 
ADMISSION 
.... Admission to the grounds and exhibit hall will be by  
presentation f one of the following: 
- valid SVFA membership card 
- valid 4-H membership card - admission wrist band 
- exhibitor's or commercial pass 
No badge or ribbon will permit entry 
Exhibitor's Gate Pass ......................................... : .. ... $3,00 
Commercial Pass (booths, etc) .................................. $3.00 
Exhibitor and commercial gate passes must be obtained 
PRIOR to the Fair. They will not be sold at the gates. 
-----GATE PRIZES 
*500 CASH 
Donated by: Downtown Lions and 
t:00 p.m. Pet Show (adjacent to exhibit hall) Skeena Valley Fall Fair Association , . 
I:00 p,m. 4-H Auction (4-H Show Ring) TAKE ENTRIES AT THE EXHIBITION HALL I 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
H~,rse Pull Events/" 
~TRANSPORTATION INC. 
5221 KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
OAsT 
LECTRIC INC. 
Paint, Stains, Varnishes, Wallpaper, Drapes & Blinds, 
Cabinet Hardware, Painting Supplies & Sundries 
Phone 635-6600 
GENERAL PAINT 
SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST SINCE 1961 
Fax 635-2877 
4610 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
LIGHTING FIXTURES & INSTALLATION 
COMMERCIAL 
INDUSTRIAL 
J RESIDENTIAL 
SERVICE & MAINTENANCE 
4722 KEITH AVE., 
TERRACE, V8G 1 K5 
All Regular Services: 
*HT Lubricants/Motor Oil 
*Bulk Fuel Delivery * Enviro Tanks 
e24 Hour Gas & Diesel Card Lock 
PIH'RO (.4HADA" System 
Cardlocks Located In: 
KffWANGA, TERRACE, SMITHERS, 
KWiNITAL, HAZELTON, TATOGGA 
LAKE & NASS CAMP. 
TYMOSCHUK AGENCIES LTD. 
5138 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1K9 
Terrace Tel: (250)635-2066 
Terrace Fax: (250)635-3453 
Smilhers Tel: (250)847-2522 
L I~ 5keena 5ewmills 
A Division of 
Wes-z ~ermg~l.~ 
gO. Box 10 Tel: (250)635-6336 
Terrace, B.C. Fax: (250)635-4335 
VBG 4A3 , 
~ Enterpr i ses  
Ltd. 
• Heavy Duty Truck Repairs 
• Welding & HIAB Service 
• Sandblasting & Painting 
3184 Kofoed Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4M5 
Main Shop (250)635-5329 
Paint Shop (250)635-3496 
Fax Line (250)635-5334 
INLAND 
KENWORTH 
PARKER 'PACIFIC 
3671 
H IGHWAY 16  EAST "rHIE 
INLAND 635-2292 GRout ,  
0 / 
PARAGON INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD. 
,~ : .~ 255 Skeena Mall, 
Terrace, BC 
Phone: 635-6371 F~: 635-4844 
TERRACE & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC 
Phone: 635-7282 Fax: 635-2713 
MemberLink: 635-0114 (or 1-888-914-9944) 
Serving all your financial and insurance needs. 
/.o,,,,, 
TERRACE 
Omman 
4916 Hs~. 16 West Terrace, B.C. 
250-635-7187 
www.terraceautomall.com 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
5012 HIGHWAY 16 WEST, TERRACE, B.C. 
635-4074 
I 
/g¢~____~7~, 'L,~ manr,~ I 
____~e.~ .e,=~,,-4 ,~  T,1-d. ! 
•Homeowners 
,Riverboats. 
• Hec~. Eqmpment 
cLogging 
,Liability 
•Auto 
• • Travel 
.Commercial 
•Marine 
• And Much More 
4617 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 1N2 
Fhone: (250)635-5232 
Fax: (250)635-3288 
1-800-335-8088 
Website: www.keenhyside.com 
• ,ker 
( i 
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ELLEN HANSEN with one of her Icelandic horses that will be making a first-time appearance 
at the Sept. 3-5 Skeena Valley Fall Fair. She raises the horses at her McConnell Ave. farm. 
Fair boasts old favourites 
and new attractions as well 
ALTHOUGH MUCH will stay the same at 
this year's Skeena Valley Fall Fair, there will 
also be new things to see as well. 
Topping the list are tentative plans for a 
petting zoo that's ure to be a smash it with 
the younger set. 
"We're trying for more children's things," 
said fair president Ellen Bentharn. 
For an informative tour of  local flora, the 
forest service will be doing a walk in the 
woods. 
That's slated for the wooded area next to 
the Logger Sports area, but on Saturday 
when the axe-throwing and chain saw events 
won't be on. 
Bentham also said there should be a num- 
ber of new exhibitors not there before. 
Among them are plans for display of 
Icelandic horses, raised in town here by Ellen 
Hansen at her farm on MeConncll Ave. 
The' unusual horses, l~own foi' their g i i i ,  
strength and long hair, live to age 50. Hansen 
has two of them and is in the process of get- 
ting a third. 
~ Enterpr i ses  Ltd.  
• Heavy Duty Truck Repairs 
• Welding & HIAB Service 
• Sandblasting & Painting 
3 ! 84 Kofoed Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4M5 
Maln Shop (250)635-5329 
Paint Shop (250)635-3496 
Fax Line (250)635-5334 
Corner of 
Haliwell & 
Kalum Lk Drive 
Purchase a selected 
Rhododendron at a reduced 
price and we will donate 
$5.00 to the Skeena Valley 
Fall Fair Association. 
Offer expires Sept 1 ! / '99  
~~,:~)~. ~ ~  
Bea~ ~ 
"F i l l  l l o r l l  i a~ D~lllOOn Servlgl = 
Located next to the Royal Bank 
i 
"our family serving your 
family for over 20 years" 
Tel: 638-8581 
4648 Lakelse Ave. 
Come and Get It! 
Great saws. Great savings. 
Plus a FREE Wood-Pro ~ Kit 
Our Wood-Pro TM sale has begun! 
Which means right now is your best time 
to buy a STIHL chain saw. The rugged 
017 model is on sale for only $289 "~, 
and you can save up to $100 o% off other 
top selling STIHL chainsaws. 
Plus, for a limited time, get a FREE 
STIHL Wood-Pro TM kit valued at $7500 
with selected STIHL chain saws*. 
So don't walt! Come and get tile legen- 
dary German Engineering and qualily 
that have made STIHL number one world 
wide. 
For Full details and o FREE dem°nslrad°n' 
come see us today. 
• ~" ; '  r i ~ 
• :;~k~!i~~ :~ 
~ *On selected models until 
November 30, 1999, or 
while supplies last. 
i 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD, 
4441 Lakelse Ave,. Ph: 635.6384 
I I  
Does  your 
moustache  c lash 
w i th  your 
Hpst ick? 
ULTIMATE SOLUTION ELECTROLYSIS 
SANDY SMART, ELECTROLOGIST 
#202-4650 LAZELLE AVENUE, TERRACE 
635-7835 
">"~ .:'I ~ ............ 
x . : ; f#" ' " -~~~ 
i i :NT l :RPR. l$1 :$  LTD.  
% 
{@£~: 
iiii~il 
Welcome to the 
47" 
I ~,~7' 
• ' I~ 
@ 
,-~.x.:. @ 
I~% 
l~{~ 
iili 
7@. >. 
Ii 
I 
I 
4~ i 177 
Tel :  635-4074 
1 -800-305-4074 
5012 Hwry  16  West  
Ter race .  B .C .  
...... ~"%~,.~.,.~:..:- .... ............. ,> I
,~TIC~; • ~,..~ :/: ~ !i !:!:i..:+v~.!i~i 
. .~  ~: " %:i{ 
~!!iii~!i~iii~!i~!iiiii~!ii~Jii7ii7i~i~iJ~ii!~!!i!)!i~i!!ii~i~ii7i~!i!i!iii~!!i 
lt,,ii, te. l i , / l t l .  , . .  _ - -  1111 
3207 M unroe Terrace ~ ] ~  
635-6273 
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I!xhibit hall is the Super Bowl 
1:,3r gardeners and hobbyists 
how much has GIANT ORANGE pumpkins. Colourful 
quilts. Zucchinis the size of submarines. 
The Exhibit Hall at the Skeena Valley Fall 
Fair is where to go if you really want to get 
an appreciation for the labour of love many 
local people pour into their produce and 
crafts. 
The judges' ribbons on all the entries and 
the pride on entrants faces make it clear that 
this place is the Super Bowl stadium for gar- 
deners and hobbyists. 
To Ellen Bentham, the president of this 
29th annual fall fair, the exhibit hall keeps 
the tradition alive of fanning and living off 
the land. 
And the row after row of tables stocked 
with judged produce, fruits and crafts pay 
silent tribute to an age where self-sufficiency 
was part of living in the north. 
"There were a lot of farms in this area at 
one time," says Bentham. "And there are 
still a lot of people in this area who grow a 
lot." 
It's also a big indicator of what kind of 
crops are possible here and how the art and 
science of agriculture has evolved. 
"It's one way people can show what things 
grow in Terrace," she said. 
In the years she!s been here, the fair has 
"It 's amazing to see 
changed in the 30 years I've been up here 
how much more plentiful ocal fruit and pro- 
duce is." 
While that bounty can also be viewed at the 
Farmers' Market as well, she said that's a 
more commercial enterprise. 
"This way amateur people who aren't in- 
terested in selling their produce but who are 
proud of what they do can display their pro- 
duce and their flowers," she says. 
It's also a great way for kids to get an ap- 
preciation of gardening and hobbying. 
She noted it can be a particularly rewarding 
and educational experience for a child to nur- 
ture plants through the growing season and 
then have the final results judged and put on 
display. 
"We find that children who get involved 
come back year after year after year," she 
said. 
The craft section of the exhibit hall is also a 
good barometer of what's new and changing 
in the hobby world. 
"Different crafts come into style and you 
get a chance to see what's being done differ- 
ently," she says. 
A final note. The weather this growing sea- 
son has been less than stellar, so produce like 
changcd a.io~,;sf~-added,~:, -=:~. :~> :: ~: :~ ="':zucchinls"'mlght no ~:.be ~ UP ;to itheit"~historic 
When Bentham came here in the* l%OS *dirigible:sized ~ dimensions. 'But '~i~)e': the 
from the Kootenays he was used to an area entrants a hand anyway ~ just having some- 
with large orchards and lots of frui t produc- thing to enter in a year this challenging is an 
tion. achievement in itself. 
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Fall Fair 
Salurday Special Events 
*Grounds Open at 8 AM with Terrace 
Fall Horse Show 
*Opening Ceremony- 2PM 
*Blue Grass & Country Music 
*Festival & Contest- 2PM to 8PM 
*Single Horse Pull- 6PM 
*Animals *Concessions 
*Childrens Rides •Heavy Equipment Display 
*4H Club Exhibits •Hew Auto Display 
~Totem Saddle Club ,Gymkhana 
Sunday Special Events 
=Grounds @pen at 8 AM with 
Pancake Breakfast 
=Singers & Dancers 11AM to 5PM 
=Heavy Horse Team Pull 3PM 
=Loggers Sports 10 AM to .5 PM 
• Beer Garden 
• Crafts Exhibits 
• Horticulture Exhibits 
• Plus much much more 
FALL FAIR SPECIAL 
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" ~. ~ ~.~i~f,; ~ at Regular Price 
~. ~ '~  And Receive 
• ~ ~ 
~I .~ ~,~ "~ 
'~~}:~° '~ ~" Offer Exp'ires Sept 11/99 ~ ~ ) ~  ~ ~  
® Terrace Co-op Farm & Garden 
4617 GreigAve. • Terrace 
635-6347 
Kitsumkalum 
FULL SERVICE 
TEMPO GAS BAR 
Welcomes you to the 
Now featuring Lotto 649, Keno and other iotteqy .games In our 
convenience store. 
Open 7 Days A Week, 7am-1 I pm 
Hwy # 16 West 
Ph. 635-0017 
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JONSERED 
"'"'"'" FREE 2050 Turbo  49 co, 2.4 kW, 4.7 kg/10.6 Ibs, 16" - 20 ~ 
~~.~ ~ ] ~ i m ~ ~  JONSERED ( (MASTER K IT ) )  
~ ~  va lue  o f  
Complete line of Jonsered products. Many models to choose from at ~reot prices, 
Read our special Turbo brochu;'e and learn h6w you can start saving both-time and money 
. Innse[ed  
JOSA CORPORATION L11)./LTEE. Lachute, gc, Tel: 514-562-8872. Richmond, B.C Tel: 604-275-6610. 
Norlh Bay, ON. To;l: 705.476-8080. Mention, N.8. Tel: 506-859-8714. Comer Brook, NE Tel: 709-632-7557 
At Fert~Q~q deokrs for a Gnlf~ gnte only wlEie s~/~s/est. 
$1 30  
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreational Sales and Services 
4921 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C: 
Phone 635-3478 Fax 635-5050 
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Days are getting shorter, get . . . .  ~"~" ~" 
............. ~-~-"~: : :  ~ ~-','~.~ I 
your  veh ic le  in  t ip  top  order.  ~ ..... ;=. - _ _- =-- :_ -_: - -:-- *":- I 
• ° ~ g .  
Ifor fall ms]de  and out, ~ ~  ~,~i  
I in~:luding: ~ ~ 1  
• Oil change/lube ' ~ ~ 1 - - ~  I I 
I " Hose and belt check - -~  . . . . . . .  ~ ~  .~ : I I 
I " Lights check ~ ~  I 
I " Shocks, struts and tire check ~ ~  I 
[ • Inspection of fluids * ~ L  10W30.~~~I~ -- [ [ 
• [ • Check charging system Excludes di~l engines, fluid l0p up exlra, w ~1 r ~ [ [ 
thrive this fail--take care of it now with our I 
ial, all this month. Call for an appointment. ] 
I '~r~ 4641 Keith Avenue. Terrace. B C. 635-6334 I I 
, I ~ 149B City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 632-2224 I I 
PLENTY of performers should hit the stage under the big tent at the Skeena Valley Fall Fair l -  
this weekend. Expect everything from bluegrass to Celtic and gospel music there. 
I Fiddlers, banjo players I  _  Rent a Porloblel  
and rockers all set for Fair I Spa Foe A I 
IFLlnVaEa~Ue;iF~i ;hratenYt°~nSmeeki~gne!~'; placermu;s~CheCateeg:Tfoarn~n~i°phi~s t ° ;~ I Hot Tub I 
is sure to deliver, and $10 for each band category. Party![ 
"We think there's agood mixture of music To enter in the contest contact Patricia St. 
there this year," said coordinator Patricia St. Thomas at 635-7779 or Erie Crawford at 
Thomas. 635-9037. 
"People will get t,o hear their old favorites No dance is scheduled for Saturday night I ~ ~  ~ ' _ C*g  i 
and new bands too. this year. The music will end at 8 p.m. 
Starting at 2 p.m. on Saturday, September40oSu.~ay.~op,em~o,~mosi~,a~.~i.~o I ~~][ll[/~lllt]!lllll][llllllll I StoreFor I 
will be a Bluegrass/Country/Celtic/ Gospel playing all day until 5 p.m. when the fair 
contest. Contestants can join either the Junior I Bo°  ngs" I 
Division for musicians aged 17 and under or CORE, a gospel group. Other local talent in- 
the Senior Division for those aged 18 and eludes teenager Theresa Fenger, Snow 
over. B,Uies<ro~,),FairW~,,.,<ro~,)a,~Bor- I T W l ~ ~ ~ !  
Divisions are: Junior fiddle (ages 0-17), 'derline (country). 
senior fiddle" (ages 18-100), junior mandolin; As usual the Fair will hav6'a;beer garden.' " 
senior mandolin, junior guitar, senior guitar, The gate prize this year is $500 cash [ Photo ~3~-0947e 4704 ](Pith AVP,., Terracoe Fax ~3~-Og~ll 
junior banjo and senior banjo, donated by the Skeena Valley Fall Fairs As- 
Cash prizes will be awarded to the first soeiation and the Downtown Lions Club. t - - - J I  
~ b'keena 5ammills 
A Division of 
Ule~ fi-~smlTIilL~ I. 1 
P.O. Box 10 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4A3 
Tel: (250)635-6336 
Fax: (250)635-4335 
~TRANSPORTATION INC. 
5221 KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE.  B.C. 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
" MOWERS' GENERATORS " PUMPS 
_~: ('~'t':~;"~'~, _ 4441 LAKELSEAVE, 
~ower: 
• " • 635 6384 l ::[. PLU,]ll[~i.~ II 
Bell Pole 
Bell Pole 
Company 
Salutes Participants In 
The 1999 Loggers' Sports 
GOOD LUCK/ 
P.O. Box 280 Office: (250) 635-6295 
Terrace, B.C., Fax: (250) 635-2233 
V8G 4A6 
e-mail: bell@kerm°cle'net 
LOGG f~ii~iiiii~,'~:~ti~!~ ~%.iit t~:iitt:~!!J .... ======================= :~ ................. 
~[  enterprises 
Ltd. 
o Heavy Duty Truck Repairs 
• Welding & HIAB Service 
Sandblasting & Painting 
3184 Kofoed Rd. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4M5 
Main Shop (2501635-5329 
Paint Shop (250)635-3496 
Fax Line (250}635-5334 
TER CE 
4912 Hwy 16W, Terrace B.C. 
250-635-6558 
www.terraceautomall.cem 
Paint, Stains, Varnishes, Wallpaper, Drapes & Blinds, 
Cabinet Hardware, Painting Supplies & Sundries 
GENERAL PAINIT 
Phone 635-6600 
Fax 635-2877 
4610 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST SINCE 1961 
All Regular Services: 
*HT Lub•ants/Motor Oil 
*Bulk Fuel Delivery • Enviro Tanks 
• 24 Hour Gas & Diesel Card Lock 
o~mm~t[~O~9~aA~mn: System 
Cardlocks Located In: 
KnW,~G~, R~CE, s~rr.EaS, 
KWINITAL, HAZELTON, TATOGGA 
LAKE & NASS CAMP 
TYMOSCHUK AGENCIES LTD. 
5138 Keith Ave. 
Terrace Tel: (250)635-2066 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace Fax: (250)635-3453 
V8G 1 K9 Smitflers Tel: (250)847-2522 
. . . . .  
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STARTS AT 
10 A.M. 
SUNDAY,  
SeptenTber  5 I 
("- Sponsored byTerrace Downtown Lions 
• more than 15 events - numerous novice events for first- I 
time competitors 1 
For information and entry forms, call: l 
FrankPelle Dave Maroney l 
635-4488 635-6384 
FOR MOST TOTAL POINTS 
PRIZE: 670 JONSERED POWER SAW 
Donated By Held Enterprises. And JOSA CORP. Jonsered Power Saws 
TOP NOVICE PRIZE 023 STIHL POWER SAW 
Donated By Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. And STIHL Ud. 
NOVICE EVENTS 
Underhand Log Chop - 
lst$100 2nd$75 3rd550 
Power  Saw Bucking - Stock Saw 
Ist $100 2nd $75 3rd 550 
Axe  Throwing  - 
Ist $100 2nd$75 3rd 550 
Standing Block Chop (I.~.,~.dk, te) 
1st 5100 2nd $75 3rd 550 
Single Hand Bucking - 
Ist 5100 2nd $75 3rd 550 
Chokermans  Race-  
1st 5100 2nd$75 3rd 550 
Obstac le  Pole Bucking - 
1st 5100 2nd $75 3rd 550 
STIHL T imber  Sports Cha l lenge 
Event Stock Saws upplied by STIIR 92cc 
Ist $150 2nd$125 3rd$Y5 4th$50 
OPEN EVENTS 
Axe Throwing  Canad ian  
Championsh ip  
Ist $300 2nd$200 3rd$100 4th $50 
Local Power  Saw Bucking - 
1st 5150 2nd$100 3rd$75 4th$50 
Underhand Log Chop - 
1st 5150 2nd$100 3rd$Y5 4th$50 
Single Hand Bucking - 
/st $150 2nd SIO0 3rd S75 4th $50 
Jack & Jill Crosscut - 
1st 575 2nd 550 3rd S25 
Chokermans  Race-  
ist 5150 2nd$100 3rd$75 4th$50 
Open Buck ing-  
1st 5150 2nd $100 3rd $75 4th $50 
Ladies Nai l  Dr iv ing-  
/st 560 2nd$40 3rd$20 
Double Hand Buck ing-  
1st 5150 2nd$I00 3rd$75 4th$50 
Jill & Jill Crosscut - 
1st 575 2nd 550 3rd $25 
Obstac le  Pole Bucking - 
1st 5150 2nd$100 3rdS75 4th$50 
Pole Fal l ing - 
1st 5150 2nd$100 3rd$75 4th$50 
Log Burl ing - 
lst5150 2nd$100 3rd$75 4th$50 
Tug O War  - 
/st $200 2ndS150 3rd$50 
Pole C l imbing - 
1st 5150 2nd$100 3rd$75 4th$50 
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BULL'S EYE: More than 30 loggers took part in 15 events at last year's wet and rainy fall fair. 
Pole climbing becomes an 
official Fall Fair event 
NOVICE AND professional oggers will be It could be just two or three from Squamish," 
climbi=!g poles and cutting them down in this he said. "Down there they have bigger trees and 
year s loggers ports event at the Skeena Valley they have to top thcm firsL" ~ 
Fall Fair Sep. 5. And regardless of which logger takes home the 
That's because the XI A~mual Loggers Sports top cash prize ~ PelIe is hoph]g spectators will 
competition is making pole climbing an official stick around rain or shine, to wht door prizes. 
ev'l~hte" o. . . . . . . . . .  He explained every program handed out at the 
p ~es, sam event organszer rrang re.e, are gate this year will have a number on it As the 
up anyway because log falling - -  the competi- 
tion where loggers see how accurately they can 
drop a pole - -  is a popular event. 
Pelle says entry forms from as far away as Wil- 
liams Lake, $quamish and Vancouver Island are 
arriving in droves for the popular competition. 
But he's not sure how many loggers will par- 
ticipate iu the new event. 
events proceed, an almounccr will draw prizes 
for lucky audience members. 
"We did, 't  have that before, either," said 
Pelle. 
Last year, a dow,pour limited participants to 
35 or 40 loggers. 
"Half of them come from Bum's Lake west," 
he said. 
Solid pine 
furn, ture for 
every  room 
in your  home.  
The Apex  Wal l  System, a modular  
she lv ing /s torage/d isp lay  system 
so unique,  so versat i le  the 
possiblit ies are endless. 
Canadian 
Tire's 
Canadian Tire has a good selection 
of  p roducts  to get  your  garden  and  
home ready for winter. 
2 L Liquid 24" PRO 
Fall Weed & Leaf Rake 
Feed Fertilizer 
Reg $14 99 Reg $14 99 
99 Sale $8  99 Sale $9 59-2373-2 59-5569-0 
,~ ,~ b~~ Save $1 00 
. I i ,L Gator Vac Leaf 
Blower 
~ ~ ~ r  / Reg$16999 
' : :~~~ ~'l !I~M',...~.-~ : ~ Y  ~,'~ ~"~" Sale $69 99 
,o38408 
~, ~~,~~ See I~., today 
whi le  the 
~ ~  selection is good! 
CANADIAN TIRE 
"WY 16 WEST TERRACE 
PH. 635 7178 
TOLL FREE 1-888-317"8473 
2 
*~r We thank all our customers for your 
- -  support during our first year and look 
forward to supplvm ~ you with our fresh 
baked products for years to come. 
g 0 # 0 uy a Mm;mum of $15 m Bakery Goods AI 
it Receive I DozenDonuts FREE. 
whit-  a  I-- t 0ur 
or Brown ,,.,=., [ Draw To W,n 
¢ f An 8x12 Black 
,,,,e, l Forest Cake 
All Krafters 
Assorted or 
Cookies Alpine 
From The Grain 
Cookie Jar Bread 
$ 3.29 450g 
unsliced 
Bakers $ 1 .4y  
Dozen (13) ~iii~i~j~ii~;~i~ ~ 
Call To Order Ahead! 
635-7117 
4641 Lazelle Av~nue, Ter race  
